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Friday, November 1,1985 
County jobless rate 
among Ohio's lowest 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
Wood County's unemployment 
rate was nearly 2 points lower 
than the state average in Sep- 
tember with only 11 counties 
boasting lower unemployment, 
according to figures released 
this week from the Ohio Bureau 
of Employment Services. 
The statistics, which are not 
adjusted for seasonal varia- 
tions, show Ohio had 9 percent 
unemployment last month com- 
pared to Wood County's 7.1 per- 
cent. About 52,100 people make 
up the county's won force. 
The median for Ohio's 88 coun- 
ties, a number which represents 
the middle figure among the 
counties, is 9.8 percent unem- 
ployment, or 2.7 points higher 
than Wood County. 
The national average for Sep- 
tember was 6.9 percent unem- 
ployment. 
About 3,700 residents in Bowl- 
ing Green were unemployed in 
September while 48,040 were 
estimated as employed. The bu- 
reau also registered 109 first 
payments on new claims. 
THE ESTIMATED number of 
unemployed (with percentages 
in parentheses) for June, July 
and August were 3,900 (7.5), 4,- 
200 (8.1) and 4,000(7.6) respec- 
tively. 
The number of first payments 
for June was 171. 233 for July 
and 161 for August. 
Don Wonnefl, labor market 
analyst for the Wood County 
OBES office, said the unad- justed figures do not compen- 
sate for scheduled short-term 
lay-offs and students in the job 
market during vacations. 
Harrison County, in the mid- 
dle of the coal region of eastern 
Ohio, has the highest unemploy- 
ment in the state at 25.9 percent. 
Preble County in western Ohio 
had the lowest in the state at 5.4 
percent. 
Franklin County (Columbus) 
had 6.3 percent unemployment, 
Cuyahoga County (Cleveland) 
8.6 percent, Hamilton County 
(Cincinnati) 7.1 percent and Lu- 
cas County (Toledo) 8.2 percent. 
Other counties, with the per- 
centages in parentheses, in- 
clude: Summit (9.2), Stark 
(10.7), Marion (13.0), Montgom- 
ery (7.0) and Richland (11.6). 
The figures are estimated 
from a sample taken by the U.S. 
Department of Labor. 
Wood County's annual aver- 
age for 1984 was 7.5 percent; 
19M, 10.2 percent; 1982,11.2 per- 
cent; 1981, 9.1 percent; 1980, 8.5 
percent; and 1979,5.4. 
Budget conferees falter 
Inaction threatens borrowing authority 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional negotia- 
tions on a Senate-passed balanced-budget plan 
collapsed last night, leaving in doubt when the 
House and Senate could take final action on 
necessary legislation to restore the government's 
borrowing authority. 
"I think we have come to the conclusion to 
amicably agree to disagree," said Sen. Bob Pack- 
wood, R-Ore., chairman of the Senate Finance 
Committee and chairman of the negotiations on 
the Senate plan to force a balanced budget by 1991. 
"I'm sorry that the conference failedto agree," 
said Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, R-m., chairman of 
the House Ways and Means Committee, who led 
the House bargainers. 
The talks fell apart at the end of a day during 
which congressional leaders traded partisan in- 
sults over who was stalling the talks. 
While the wrangling continued. Rep. James 
Jones, D-Okla., chairman of the Ways and Means 
subcommittee on Social Security, announced that 
he was asking the General Accounting Office- 
Congress' investigative arm-to look into the 
Treasury Department's handling of Social Secu- 
rity funds. 
Jones said in a written statement that he wanted 
auditors to see "whether Social Security trust 
assets, held a long-term invested securities, have 
been cashed in by Treasury on more than one 
occasion to pay benefits, so that the funds nor- 
mally used to pay benefits could be used to keep 
the government going despite the debt limit." 
With the failure of the talks, the issue moves to 
the House floor today where Democrats and 
Republicans will offer balanced-budget packages. 
Congress is facing a deadline today for passing 
legislation raising the national" debt limit from the 
current 11.824 trillion to more than 82 trillion. 
Treasury Department officials have warned 
that if the debt Dmit is not increased by then, they 
will have to redeem billions of dollars held by the 
Social Security trust fund and other trust funds to 
keep the government solvent. 
Weatherman may wear 
anniversary T-shirt 
by Nancy Berwick 
staff reporter 
A University T-shirt might 
soon become part of NBC's 
"Today" show weather fore- 
cast, if weatherman Willard 
Scott cooperates. 
The University Office of 
Public Relations sent Scott a 
75th Anniversary T-shirt 
along with a letter explaining 
the University's anniversary 
celebration, said Clifton Bou- 
telle. director of University 
public relations. 
The shirt and letter were 
sent Wednesday by express 
mail, and public relations 
have not received a reply 
from the show's producers. 
This is the first time this 
BIT the University has sent 
Donation to a national tele- 
vision show and if the effort is 
a success the University may 
contact other shows, he said. 
A   SPOKESPERSON    for 
"Today" said that Scott re- 
ceives hundreds of shirts 
each week. The mail is sorted 
and kept in boxes on the set. 
During his forecasts, Scott 
frequently displays shirts 
sent to him by viewers. Scott 
determines during the course 
of the show which shirts he 
will display, she said. Be- 
cause what is displayed dur- 
ing the show is chosen at 
random, she could not say if 
the shirt would be used. 
But Boutelle remains opti- 
mistic. "We know it's a long 
shot because a lot of people do 
that," he said. "Hopefully it 
will result in some sort of 
recognition." 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins It's Halloween! 
Adrian Smith and his son Andrew wait to hear the results for the best costume from last night's 
Halloween party at the Bowling Green Junior High School. The party was sponsored for the local 
children by the Order of Demolay. 
Band tips 'hat' to non-conformers 
New arms pact offered 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan announced yester- 
day he was making a new 
nuclear weapons limitation pro- 
posal to the Soviet Union and 
would request the current round 
of negotiations in Geneva be 
extended to consider it. 
In a nationally televised 
statement, Reagan said the lat- 
est Soviet offer "unfortunately 
fell considerably short" in cer- 
tain areas. But. he said, there 
were also positive "seeds" for 
an agreement and that he had 
built on them with the new U.S. 
offer. 
Significantly, he called both 
sides' proposals "milestones" in 
the quest for reductions of nu- 
clear weapons. "I believe pro- 
gress is indeed possible if the 
Soviet leadership is willing to 
match our own commitment to a 
better relationship," Reagan 
•aid. 
Just before his announcement, 
Reagan told four Soviet journal- 
ists in an interview that he 
would accept some of the figures 
proposed by Soviet leader Mik- 
hail Gorbachev, who called last 
month for a reduction of about 50 
percent in missiles and bombers 
carrying nuclear warheads. 
REAGAN SAID the U.S. offer 
calls for "deep cuts" in offen- 
sive weapons, research on de- 
fensive systems and "no 
cheating." But the president 
said he would divulge no further 
details. He said the American 
proposal would be offered in 
Geneva today. 
"It is my nope that our new 
proposal would enable both our 
nations to start moving away 
from ever-larger arsenals," the 
president said. 
Reagan called the U.S. propo- 
sal serious and detailed. 
by MeUsu McGllllvray 
reporter 
Don't let the name fool you - 
they do wear hats once in a 
while. And don't ask them to do 
Solid Gold or American Bands- 
tand. 
"We've always been a prob- 
lem band," said Lenny Pinkas, 
keyboard player for the Ca- 
nadian sextet Men Without Hats. 
Pinkas is in Bowling Green this 
week visiting Lome Sulsky, a 
psychology teaching fellow and 
former musician. 
"Not wearing the hat goes 
along with not conforming to a 
certain lifestyle," said Pinkas. 
And Bowling Green is not exac- 
tly the kind of lifestyle Pinkas is 
used to. The 25-year-old got 
"carded" for the first time in his 
life while buying beer in the 
Union. 
"It's very relaxing for me 
here," he said, "but I donl know 
if I could actually live here. I 
start getting really agitated af- 
terawhlle!* 
Men Without Hats' big bit was 
"Safety Dance," whichhit num- 
ber three on the charts in 1983, 
and number one in many other 
countries. 
"SAFETY DANCE" was a 
statement about "the failure of 
youthful society," Pinkas said. 
"Personally. I've found 
there's been a strong right-wing 
movement among the youth that 
is pushing people into safe, non- 
adventurous occupations, be 
said. 
The group does not go along 
with the "safe" lifestyle and is 
not the "given" type of band, 
according to Pinkas. That's why 
they have repeatedly refused to 
do shows like Solid Gold or 
American Bandstand. 
"It has caused a lot of prob- 
lems because record companies 
want you to be nice and do what 
they want you to do," he said. 
Because of their refusal to do 
these shows, the record compa- 
nies "pulled the plug com- 
pletely^ on a project that 
was supposed to be the big fol- 
Lenny Pinkas 
low-up to "Safety Dance." 
But that set-back hasn't 
stopped the band, which re- 
cently completed a summer tour 
in the United States and Canada 
and has a new album tentatively 
scheduled for spring release. 
''Hopefully, the new album 
will be a biggie," he said. "All 
the songs are ready." Monday, 
Pinkas will meet the band In 
Montreal to begin rehearsal and 
three weeks from now they'll be 
off to Los Angeles to begin re- 
cording the album. Another 
world tour is also jn the works. 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
PINKAS SAYS touring is a 
"non-stop party." 
"Life on the road is insanity. 
You're living out of a suitcase," 
he said. "Your schedule is so 
erratic you never know where 
you're going to be when." But he 
wouldn't have it any other way. 
Pinkas calls being on stage in 
front of thousands of people "the 
biggest rush in the world." 
"You still get the same adren- 
alin rush every time. Then you 
walk off stage and feel like you- 
need a hospital bed - you're so 
wound up you need four to five 
hours before you can even go to 
sleep," he said. 
This "grueling" lifestyle can 
take its toll on a rock star. 
"When you come back from a 
tour, you've been around people 
so much you want to be alone, 
REALLY alone. I spent one 
week in bed watching TV - liter- 
ally," he said. 
The band is fairly high-strung 
and temperamental, mainly be- 
cause of Ivan (no last name). 
the lead singer and general 
leader of the group. 
"People are afraid of Ivan. 
They call him 'Ivan the Terri- 
ble/" said Pinkas. 
Ivan came up with the Safety 
Dance concept and starred in 
the video. 
TWO OF Ivan's brothers are 
also in the group, Stefan and 
Colin Doroscnuk. Other mem- 
bers are Al Gunn and Denis 
Toupin, all from Canada. 
Pinkas classifies their music 
as "a sort of older form of rock- 
and-roll but using new technol- 
ogy." 
"Technology in music has 
been very important. You've got 
to grow with it. You've got to 
progress - you can't be scared 
of if," he said. That's why Pin- 
kas uses computer disks with 
string and voice sections that 
allow him to have "virtually a 
whole orchestra right there/ 
Orchestras are something 
Pinkas is familiar with, since his 
background in classical music. 
He started playing piano at age 6 
and majored in music in college. 
He said all his efforts are now 
centered around the group's fu- 
ture. 
"What we're going to be doing 
is concentrating on the U.S. 
market a lot more. A Canadian 
band that stays in Canada can't 
make a living," he said. 
And while in the United States, 
Pinkas says he wouldn't mind 
doing a show at the University 
"if somebody asks us." 
"We've never done a univer- 
-1 think it would be fun," he 
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Release inexcusable 
Saturday morning about 4 a.m., a University coed 
told campus police she had been abducted and 
repeatedly raped by four men. 
Police arrested and charged a man Sunday with 
complicity in the kidnapping. He was released on 
his own recognizance. 
We consider it inexcusable, deplorable, that 
anyone charged in connection with so heinous a 
crime should be let go, scot free, until a prelimi- 
nary hearing Nov. 15. At the very least, we would 
expect an inordinate bail to be set, in accordance 
with the seriousness of the crime. 
A second man was arrested in relation to the 
crime Monday. He was charged with rape and 
kidnapping. Appropriately, bail was set at $32,500. 
He remained incarcerated as of yesterday. 
Unfortunately, a bond hearing has been set for 
today. It is conceivable that his bail may be 
reduced. 
We realize the criminal justice system in the 
United States was designed to protect the rights of 
the accused. But what of the rights of the public? 
And of the victims? 
All too often, those accused of major felonies are 
allowed to wander the streets, free to commit even 
greater crimes, when there is a preponderance of 
evidence against them. In this case, evidence 
should dictate the imprisonment of the individuals 
until their trials. 
The evidence should be overwhelming. The po- 
lice have recovered the car; they will be able to 
examine the scene of the rape. They will have the 
testimonies of the victim, police who chased the 
car. doctors who examined the victim and, presu- 
mably, the owner of the car, since the car wasn't 
reported stolen. 
Rape is perhaps the most grievous crime aside 
from murder. Kidnapping has been considered 
nefarious in the United States since the abduction 
of the Lindbergh baby. 
That anyone accused of involvement in a kidnap- 
ping and rape be set free until his trial is more than 
unfortunate; it is a miscarriage of justice. 
We can only hope individuals charged with these 
or similar crimes in the future not be allowed to 
roam free while awaiting lethargic justice. 
Let the scientists tinker 
Forget past mistakes, experiments could create amazing new species 
.... o..i_ u . An vthina that on its own has produced After isolating the "friendlv by Cralq Hergert 
The presence of the so-called 
killer bees in California stands 
to become a real tragedy if lives 
are lost or if crops fail due to 
lack of pollination. But there is 
potentially another casualty 
should either of the above occur. 
If the killer bees produce dire 
consequences, the public may 
get the misguided notion that 
tampering with nature is a no- 
no. And that would be a real 
shame. 
All right, so the idea to cross 
the regular European honey 
bees with the more aggressive 
African strain appears now to 
have been on par with the idea to 
team John Travolta and Lily 
Tomlin in "Moment by Mo- 
ment." But let's be fair. We 
allow Hollywood moguls their 
mistakes; let's allow scientists a 
few goofs as well. 
And consider the scientists for 
a moment. These are individu- 
als of superior intelligence, indi- 
viduals who. even before they 
had left grade school, could cor- 
rectly pronounce anemone. And 
they're as diligent as they are 
intelligent. They've spent years 
in white lab coats, the depths of 
fashion, slaving over test tubes 
and petri dishes and serving up 
helpings of monkey chow. If 
these guys haven't earned the 
right to gamble with the fate of 
the entire planet, I don't know 
who has. 
Let's not get paranoid, then, 
about an occasional mistake. To 
err is human, after all. And until 
scientists devise some changes, 
preferably   coming   up    with 
Letters 
Klein's column correct 
I applaud the recent column 
by Tom Klein which calls our 
attention to the need to cultivate 
cultural literacy among our stu- 
dents - and faculty. 
We live too often chained to 
the present and mortgaged to 
the future - captives of twen- 
tieth-century dogma about 
roles, political beliefs, the "good 
society." Such a "Great Ideas" 
curriculum as Professor Klein 
envisions potentially restores a 
perspective on the present that 
maybe lacking in our almost 
exclusive devotion to contempo- 
rary culture. 
We would discover, perhaps, 
that the political struggles in the 
middle east are mulenia-not 
decades - old. We would dis- 
cover that the present status of 
men and women in western cul- 
ture has its roots in political and 
religious philosophy older than 
the Bible itself. And we would 
discover that art, literature, and 
music were alive, well, and pop- 
ular long before anyone ever 
beard of Andy Warhol, Stephen 
King, or Cyndi Lauper. 
I am most enthusiastic about 
Professor Klein's proposal, in 
. (be end, because it will assist us 
in overcoming what C.S. Lewis 
called our "chronological snobb- 
ery," that is, the tendency of the 
twentieth century - indeed all 
time periods - to equate cur- 
rently popular beliefs and phi- 
losophies with the ultimate truth 
about humankind and its des- 
. tiny. If the last fifteen years are 
any measure, we have become a 
people prepared to embrace any 
Social current, any religious im- 
:, any political action as 
as it has no roots in the 
The best argument in favor of 
advancing "cultural literacy" is 
that we believe we can tran- 
scend the particular biases and 
: revisionism of our own culture 
specifically by knowing and call- 
ing in question the past - and the 
present in light of the past. Any- 
thing less yields only political 
and philosophical determinism. 
Only free, unencumbered con- 
templation of the past and its 
tests - free, that is, from ideol- 
ogy imported and imposed from 
the 1980's - can liberate us from 
sacred cows and cherished no- 
tions that need to be challenged. 
Professor Klein's proposal is an 
audacious one in modern educa- 
tion precisely because it dares to 
say that the past is as important 
a part of the present as anything 
said or done in the last twenty 
minutes. My hope is that faculty 
across the campus will support 
and participate in this noble 
effort. 
Bruce L. Edwards 
Assistant Professor of English 
Walk against nukes 
On Nov. 3, your school has the 
chance to do something to end 
the insanity of the nuclear arms 
race. 
Your school is among over 100 
campuses holding "Peace on 
Foot," a 10-kilometer college 
Peacewalk. The support you 
gather and the money you raise 
will benefit a much larger kind 
of walk-the Great Peace 
March across America, which 
will carry the call for global 
nuclear disarmament to the 
leaders of this nation and the 
world. 
Next year, from March to 
November, 5,000 people will 
walk from Los Angeles to Wash- 
ington D.C. Their journey will 
take them across the Mojave 
Desert, the Great Basin, the two 
major continental mountain 
ranges, and the Great Plains. 
Their sacrifice will capture the 
imagination of people every- 
where. Their voices must be 
beard. They will help people 
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t 
realize, at this crucial juncture, 
that it's time to take our own 
future into our own hands. 
The money raised by the Col- 
lege Peacewalk will go to pur- 
chase some of the many tents 
needed for the Great Peace 
March. Your support is crucial. 
We need you to walk in the 
Peacewalk. If you can't walk, 
you can pledge money to those 
who can. The Great Peace 
March will be one of the most 
exciting and powerful citizens' 
movements for Peace in history, 
and the November 3rd College 
Peacewalk is just the beginning. 
It's time for students, once 
again, to lead the way. 
Stefanie Sxlttal 
Computer courtesy sought 
Computer science and man- 
agement information systems 
majors, as well as any other 
student enrolled in computer 
science classes, are more than 
aware of the time spent working 
on programming assignments. 
The majority of tins time is 
spent in tne computer lab sub- 
mitting jobs, editing and waiting 
for the jobs to be returned from 
the mainframe computer. While 
waiting for "turnaround," we 
would appreciate the operators 
not only to be competent in their 
work, but also to take their lob 
seriously and be grateful for the 
opportunity Computer Services 
has given them. 
Turnaround time is long 
enough without the operators 
lack of concern and indifference 
adding to it. These operators are 
not paid to study or chat with 
friends and fellow operators who 
are not on duty while programs 
are ready and waiting to be 
filed. This delay only adds to the 
turnaround time and in the case 
that was cause for this letter 
practically doubled it Not all 
operators demonstrate this 
problem, but the weekend of 
Oct. 11 (Saturday in particular) 
the problem was overexempli- 
fied). 
Many of the student operators 
are not computer science ma- 
jors and therefore don't know 
the frustration we face when 
turnaround gets up to many 
hours and in some cases over- 
night You don't have to be an 
athlete to work at the rec center 
and you don't have to be a chef 
to work in tiie cafeteria, but the 
students who hold these Jobs 
show the concern expected of 
their positions. 
Why Is it that non-computer 
science majors have this apathy 
for their work? 
DebWeTkaci 
ReaeeKrtaek 
S17 E. Reed Apt Q f 
y g
such flops as the platypus, the el- 
ephant seal and the appendix (now 
there's a useful organ!) can use all the 
help It can get.  
something that spurns wine 
coolers, we have to expect an 
occasional slip-up. 
Speaking of slip-ups, let's look 
closely at Nature itself. Any- 
thing that on its own has pro- 
duced such flops as the platypus, 
the elephant seal and the appen- 
dix (now there's a useful or- 
gan! ) can use all the help it can 
get. True, Nature has also given 
us the magnificent blue whale, 
but it took man to develop a 
burpless cucumber. 
So it's a shame that the killer 
bee affair has made unpopular 
two kinds of tampering - intro- 
ducing a species into new envi- 
ronments and developing 
entirely different species. Be- 
fore we insist that such fooling 
with nature come to a complete 
stop simply because the attempt 
involving the killer bees could 
throw the ecosystem of the en- 
tire western hemisphere com- 
pletely out of whack, let's 
consider the vast benefits that 
other changes could bring. 
existing  species m 
Into new env 
The animal exchange pro- 
gram. 
Every fall the United States 
swaps thousands of its own stu- 
dents for youngsters from Swe- 
den. Portugal, Mexico and other 
exotic places. This program 
broadens the proverbial nori- 
zons of all the students involved, 
with the possible exception of 
those who end up in Cleveland. 
The scientific community would 
be wise to adapt this program to 
their own purposes. Think of it 
For a nine-month period, ani- 
mals from all over the globe 
could be shuttled to new environ- 
ments, trading places with thelr 
furry, finned or feathered cous- 
ins. 
And think of how the good old 
USA stands to profit! By ap- 
pointing a veteran trade-maker 
like Billy Martin as bead of he 
program, the U.S. could make 
some shrewd deals. We could 
unload the mosquito to China for 
the silk worm, exchange the 
Kodiak bear to Australialor the 
much cuter koala, and deal the 
Rhode Island Red to Africa to 
even up for the ostrich. The 
program would enrich the lives 
of both the humans (well, the 
Americans at least) and the 
animals, who would have new 
stories to squawk to the critters 
back home. And how much trou- 
ble could they possibly cause in 
a mere nine months? 
Altering an existing species: 
The Guardian Angel rat 
Even those folks who are skep- 
tical about scientific tampering 
would agree that scientists are 
more reliable than Bernard 
Goetz. So let's put them to work 
on the New York subway prob- 
lem. To combat the surplus of 
muggers on the trains, why not 
make use of New York's surplus 
of rats? 
y to 
man" gene in a dog like Lassie 
or Benji, scientists could graft it 
onto the rats' chromosomes, 
thus allowing them to be 
trained. Cooperative rats sport- 
ing red berets could then take 
their places on the subway, still 
retaining their old abilities to 
snarl and transmit vile polysyl- 
labic diseases, but only to de- 
serving parties. 
Game show hosts, come on 
down! 
If scientists can isolate a 
friendly gene from a dog and 
graft it to the chromosome of a 
rat (and I say, with a little 
practice and a huge government 
grant, that they can), then the 
sky's the limit. With a little 
imagination they can cut and 
splice an infinite number of al- 
tered species into existence. 
And what could be a better one 
to start with than the kamikaze 
game show host? 
By grafting the appropriate 
gene from the lemming onto a 
chromosome from Boo, Alex, 
Peter, Pat, Wink and the rest of 
the obsequious gang, scientists 
could create an altered (and 
soon to be extinct) species that 
would capture the attention of 
the Nobel committee, as well as 
the ratings of the daytime iv 
world. 
Certainly, the elimination of 
this species will make up for 
whatever minor havoc the killer 
bees wreak. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slavton, Minn., is 
a columnist for the Newa. 
CM No - VS* No1" 
VIVOPPIH1 THAT THING 
ONMtS! 
Rock overpowers women's rights? 
by L.E. Halvorsen 
Two major events happened on campus Oct. 24. 
1965. One, "rock" performers Cheap Trick and 
John Watte were in concert in Anderson Arena; 
two, Zillah Eisenstein spoke on "Feminism and 
the New Right" in McFall Center. 
Now this is America and we all have the right to 
listen to who and what we want, but I would like to 
ask this campus where its social consciousness is? 
Eisenstein gave an excellent lecture on current 
movements within the New Right and Nee-conser- 
vative political parties which discourage social, 
political and economic equality for women in the 
United States today. Meanwhile the rest of the 
campus "rocked" the night away. 
The BG News apparently found the concert far 
more significant as Watte and Cheap Trick made 
front headlines in Friday morning's edition, while 
there was not one mention of Eisenstein's dis- 
cussion. 
Two of the most disturbing facts that arose from 
her fair, intelligent presentation of the issues 
centered on a tax reform that would provide tax 
credits for families in which the woman is eco- 
nomically dependent and stays at home, and also 
the discontinuance of federal funding to those 
institutions of learning that teach courses in non- 
BLOOM COUNTY 
traditional sex roles. The implications of both 
issues are worthy of further exploration and I for 
one am interested in gaining more facts. 
Ignorance may explain attitudes and miscon- 
ceptions, but it does not excuse them. I would 
strongly encourage fellow students to take an 
active interest in current political policies. If we 
value a true democratic society and equality as 
persons, we owe it to our country and ourselves to 
car about today's issues. 
The final point I wish to make concerns the BG 
News. It is their responsibility to cover important 
events on campus. The purpose of the press is to 
keep the public informed ... how can one be 
aware of the issues if they are not included in local 
publications? 
Eisenstein was sponsored by six campus orga- 
nizations and departments; I find that a fairly 
reliable indicator that this was no freak show but 
a significant presentation. I hope it was an over- 
sight that allowed this lecture to go unreported. 
I am afraid we are all in trouble when a rock 
concert becomes more important than the shap- 
ing of our future. 
Halvorsen is a senior psychology major from 
Avon Lake, Ohio. 
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Trainers give aid 
Help put college athletes back in game 
by Janet Pavasko 
slafi reporter 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Andrea Wells, senior physical education major (right), helps Brenda 
Cracas, freshman elementary education major, wrap football 
player Dennis Schlets' knee. 
Working 25 to 30 hours a 
week and acting as friends 
psychiatrists, mothers and 
physical therapists, student 
athletic trainers may be the 
unsung heros of college ath- 
letics. 
"Without student trainers, 
the athletic program at the 
University would be very dif- 
ficult to run," said BUI Jones, 
head athletic trainer. "At the 
college level, teams practice 
all year long, which makes it 
difficult to adequately cover 
all sports." 
Jones said the University 
has 24 student trainers. 
"Students are required to 
work in the Memorial Hall 
training room for two hours in 
the mornings," he said. "In 
the afternoon students are 
assigned to a particular train- 
ing room and sport." 
According to Jones, stu- 
dents are placed according to 
their skill level and Injury 
level of the sport. 
"FOOTBALL AND gym- 
nastics are the sports with the 
most injuries," he said. Jones 
said in two years a student 
must work a minimum of 800 
hours of clinical work under a 
trainer's supervision. 
"The National Athletic 
Trainer's Association only al- 
lows six to eight students per 
certified trainer," Jones said. 
"We have three certified 
trainers, so our program is 
limited to only 24 students." 
Jones said most students 
think the life of a trainer is 
glamorous until they get 
started in the program. 
"Students receive little rec- 
ognition from coaches and 
administration; the only 
glamour involved is the trav- 
eling that you may get to do," 
he said. "Most University 
sports have only one student 
trainer that travels with 
them." 
Jones said student trainers 
receive an inner satisfaction 
after helping an injured ath- 
lete return to their sport 
"An athlete becomes dev- 
astated when they are injured 
in a sport that they are very 
involved with," said Anne 
Tudhope, senior health edu- 
cation major. "It's a good 
feeling knowing that some- 
thing you did or said made 
them feel better." 
THE TANNING CENTER 
at Hair Unlimited       143 W. Wooster 
-KFEFTmnTO 
LOOKING GREAT 
YEAR ROUND! 
90-day membership 
99 
Call 353-3281 for appointment       JMJWi 
Sign up by Nov. 2 
t*********** *********** ***************] 
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Midnight 
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Race expected close 
by PhUttp B. Wilson 
staff reporter 
Of the five City Council elec- 
tions to be held Tuesday, the 
closest race just may be in Ward 
Three, where Republican in- 
cumbent William Blalr will try 
to defeat Democrat challenger 
Jerry Lee In a rematch from two 
years ago. 
Bom candidates say they 
haven't drastically changed 
their campaigns from last time, 
an election that was decided by 
less than 100 votes. 
"It was relatively close last 
time," Lee said. "There really 
isn't much of a different strat- 
egy this time." 
Blalr said be has kept a low- 
key campaign, and he said he 
believes he has a lot in common 
with his opponent. 
"We're essentially running 
the same campaign ... It's up 
for grabs,,rmair said. "I re- 
spect Jerry a lot and think we 
have the same goals." 
Both acknowledge that the 
city is in need of more revenue 
and believe it can be accom- 
plished without raising taxes. 
LEE COMPARES Bowling 
Green's situation to that of the 
national economy and President 
Reagan's plans to "enhance" 
revenue. 
Blair agreed and said that the 
Calderon Power Plant and 
Woodland Mall will aid the reve- 
nue problem. 
"I personally feel It (power 
plant) is going to be the greatest 
filing for Bowling Green," he 
said. "We (Council) hare done 
something to insure the eco- 
nomic future for the city." 
• For Wards 2 and 
4, see page 5. 
Blair said a power plant pro- 
ducing low-cost power will afc 
tract more industry, and 
therefore more revenue, to 
Bowling Green. 
Another concern for both is 
the proposal for a fire depart- 
ment on the west side of town 
and an improved ambulance 
service. 
Lee is still undecided on what 
is the best choice for the dry. 
"I hear a lot of folks are inter- 
ested in a west side fire station 
but I haven't chosen one deci- 
sion other than the fact that it 
has to be dealt with right away," 
be said. 
Blair favors Fire Chief Jack 
Gonyer's idea to build a new 
statfonhouse, preferably on the 
triangle of land bounded by West 
Wooster and Pearl streets and 
Winter-garden Avenue. 
■*•= ^^ ^^ 
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UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
EXTREMITIES 
October 30 - November 2 
8:00 p.m. 
405 University Hall 
Tickets sold at door starting at 7:00 p.m. 
For information call 372-2222 
rfta 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
Appointment sign-ups taken now! 1-5 p.m. 
Photo sittings Nov. 4-15, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28  West Hall. 
Schedule early! Don't be left out of this special Diamond Anniversary collector's issue. 
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Rodgers gets interpersonal 
by Meg Tiemey 
staft reporter 
Rodger's Quadrangle will 
begin a week-long forum Sun- 
day on interpersonal 
relationships. 
Various speakers, dis- 
cussions and films will be 
held throughout the week, 
and events are open to all. 
The event was the idea of 
the residence advisers, in co- 
operation with the hall staff 
and the University groups 
involved. 
The events of the week will 
begin at 8 p.m. Sunday with a 
feature film by lecturer Leo 
Buscaglia, entitled "Loving 
Relationships." 
Monday at 7 p.m. Molly 
Laflin, professor of health, 
physical education and recre- 
ation, will conduct a group 
discussion on communication 
problems in all types of 
relationships. 
THE LESBIAN and Gay 
Alliance will explore the facts 
and feelings of homosexuality 
and bisexuality on Tuesday at 
9 p.m. 
"Everything you wanted to 
know about the opposite sex, 
but were afraid to ask," will 
be the topic of Wednesday 
evening's informal dis- 
cussion, to be presented by 
the resident advisers of Rodg- 
ers at 9 p.m. 
Thursday evening at 7 p.m. 
William Bess, director of 
Public Safety, will present an 
evening of rape awareness 
which will feature the film, 
"It Can Happen to Anyone." 
All of the above presenta- 
tions will be held in the First 
Floor Lounge of Rodgers. 
Winding up the week will be 
a fall semi-formal in the Kohl 
Hall Lounge, Friday from 9 
p.m. to 1 a.m. 
U.S. actions resented 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
There is an "attitude of ha- 
tred" toward the United Siates 
in the Caribbean and Latin 
America, stemming from U.S. 
involvement in those areas, 
according to the former presi- 
dent of the University's Carib- 
bean Association. 
Ricardo Frazer said this ha- 
tred stems from "actions that 
represent gross violations of hu- 
man rights." 
Issues concerning the Carib- 
bean and Latin American re- 
gions will be addressed by 
Richard Hoyen, president of the 
Jamaican Democratic Associa- 
tion, in a presentation about 
"the politics and economics of 
the Caribbean region- devel- 
opment and change," tonight at 
7:30 p.m. in the Amani Room. 
The talk is sponsored by the 
Caribbean Association. 
Frazer said US. intervention 
in Caribbean and latin Ameri- 
can regions is due to their strate- 
gic importance to U.S. defense. 
An example of this interven- 
tion is the U.S. invasion of Gre- 
nada, which resulted in more 
than half of Grenada's work- 
force being unemployed and in 
the continued persecution of 
leaders of Grenada's former 
government, he said. 
"THE VIEW of the U.S. as an 
unjust imperialistic nation has 
had and will continue to have a 
devastating impact on the activ- 
ities of Americans both at home 
and traveling abroad," Frazer 
said. Terrorism against Ameri- 
cans could be a result of this 
view as groups who are angry 
lash out against U.S. citizens 
through kidnaping and other 
abuse, he said 
Frazer contends that the In- 
ternational Monetary Fund, 
which loans billions of dollars to 
developing nations, undermines 
the political stability in Central 
and South American nations. 
The IMF does this by devalu- 
ing countries' currencies and 
pressuring them to cut and elim- 
inate social programs in order to 
pay their debt. Frazer said. One 
result is that the debtor country 
is unable to both meet the needs 
of its people and repay their 
loans, he said. 
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Moslem leader:  Terrorism link unfounded 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
Phi Delta Theta 
will be holding an 
open house on 
Sat., Nov. 2 
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
to tour our new house 
501 PIKE ST. - just west of Sorority row 
rexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxs 
The leader of the Moslem 
Community of Toledo told stu- 
dents recently not to judge the 
Islamic religion by the actions 
taken by some of its members. 
Imam Abdel-Moneim Khat- 
tab, director of the Islamic Cen- 
ter of Greater Toledo, said 
Tuesday that the Islams and 
Moslems are often being linked 
to terrorism by the mass media, 
but it is individuals that commit 
the terrorists act, not the Is- 
lamic system. 
Khattab was a guest speaker 
of Pi Sigma Alpha, the national 
political science honorary so- 
ciety. 
"Terrorists have a special 
problem to support ... It is a 
madness, a craziness that 
makes the terrorism, not Is- 
lam," Khattab said. 
He explained that terrorist 
actions should not be connected 
with the Islamic religion be- 
cause the laws of Islam state 
that power lies with those in 
authority and individuals do not 
Attention all Homecoming 
King & Queen applicants: 
Pictures   submitted   with   your 
application may be picked up in 
the UAO office anytime before 
Nov. 15. 
After that date, all pictures will be 
discarded. 
Thank You 
have the right to take it into 
their own hands. 
God made the laws of Islam 
and every rule is represented in 
the Koran, the sacred book of 
Moslems, Khattab said. The Ko- 
ran is considered the constitu- 
tion of Islamic people and states 
that the hand of a thief should be 
cut off and the life of a murderer 
should be taken. 
KHATTAB SAID that he had 
no idea why members of the 
Suni and the Shiite Moslems 
have committed acts of terror- 
ism because they follow Islam. 
He concluded that the problems 
were political and not religious 
and added that in 17 years of 
studying theology, he had not 
come upon the terms Suni and 
Shiite except in the context of 
political parties. 
There are no Moslem coun- 
tries as such, Khattab said. The 
religion is spread throughout the 
world but is most concentrated 
in the Middle East. 
Khattab blamed the underly- 
ing cause of terrorism in the 
Middle East on attempts of the 
CIA and the KGB to gain control 
in that area. The KGB is the 
Soviet secret police and intelli- 
gence agency. 
According to Islamic doctrine, 
communism and capitalism 
complement each other because 
everyone has individual rights 
and group duties, Khattab said. 
THE BGSU CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION 
PRESENTS 
Dr. Richard Hoyen, President 
Jamaican Democratic Association 
on 
POLITICS AND ECONOMICS OF THE CARIBBEAN REGION 
DEVELOPMENT AND CHANGE 
Friday, November 1,1985 
7:30 p.m., Amani Room (Basement of the Commons) 
For further Information, contict 334-2026   or  333-2610 
(E. Samuel)      (P. Blnkley) 
Bowling Green Republicans — 
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i These city council candidates 
| have been representing you and 
| working for you! 
I 
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I 
They need your support 
Please vote Tuesday, Nov. 5 for: 
H'John Quinn 
at large 
HlCindy Henry 
first ward council 
| EXPERIENCE   WORKING   FOR 
I YOU NOW! 
Political Advertisement, Paid for by BG Republicans, 
Michael Baez, 14379 Georgetown, B.G., OH 43402 
MILTON'S 
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Candidates' concerns similar 
by Valerie Qplak 
staff reporter 
The experience, backgrounds 
and campaigns of the two 
Fourth Ward candidates may be 
radically different, but their top 
priorities are quite similar. 
Both Republican incumbant 
William Herald and Democratic 
challenger Robert Barber say 
increased fire protection for res- 
idents of the ward is their main 
concern and a key issue in Tues- 
day's election. 
Train tracks separate the fire 
station from the Fourth Ward, 
which encompasses the area 
west of Main Street and north of 
Wooster Street to the corpora- 
tion limits. 
Both Herald and Barber 
stressed the need for a solution, 
but they don't necessarily agree 
on the method. 
Several ideas have been sug- 
Eested to the Council, a favorite 
eing relocation of fire trucks to 
the west side, in either a new 
substation or an already exist- 
ing building. 
While Herald wants to avoid a 
tax to create a new substation, 
Barber said that a levy might be 
appropriate. 
*I think the voters should de- 
cide," Barber said. 
HERALD, HOWEVER, 
doesn't foresee a tax. 
"If there was a need (to tax), 
I'd try to exhaust every other 
possibility," he said. 
The two candidates come 
from very different back- 
grounds. Herald earned a bacbe- 
1 or of science in 
mathematics/computer sci- 
ence, a master of science in 
applied statistics and a masters 
of arts in public administration 
and policy from the University. 
Barber, on the other hand, re- 
ceived a bachelor of science in 
criminal Justice from the Uni- 
versity then became a police 
officer. 
The campaigns of Barber and 
Herald are just as diverse. 
While Herald boasts of spend- 
ing 400 hours on campaigning 
and has saturated the Fourth 
Ward with his flyers and signs, 
Barber is running a more low- 
key campaign. 
"It's not what you do; it's 
what you do with what you've 
got" he said. 
Herald said his active cam- 
paigning is similar to his active 
involvement with his Fourth 
Ward constituents. 
By holding quarterly ward 
meetings, distributing question- 
naires to the residents and en- 
couraging phone calls from 
ward residents, Herald has done 
"hard work to make myself ac- 
cessible," be said. 
Barber also stressed the im- 
portance of accessibility, al- 
though his phone number has 
been unlisted for security rea- 
sons. 
"With some of the arrests I've 
done, I need to protect my fam- 
ily " he said. 
Barber said that by experienc- 
ing life as a student and as a 
police officer, he has seen "both 
sides of the fence." 
Ward 2 hopeful unopposed 
Democrat calls fire protection important issue 
by PhUBp B. WiUon 
staff reporter 
All in good fun. City Council 
member David Elsass, Dem- 
ocrat, says he doesn't know 
what to expect from his oppo- 
nent in next Tuesday's elec- 
tion. That's understandable, 
since Ward 2 representative 
is running unopposed. 
Fellow councilman William 
Blair said that's a credit to 
Elsass and the work he has 
done in Bowling Green. 
"You Just can't get any- 
body to run against Dave 
because, well damn it, he's 
got no faults," Blair said. 
This year's election is the 
second time in a row that the 
University professor has run 
unopposed but Elsass said be 
has a lot more concerns that 
need to be confronted in his 
next, or sixth term as coun- 
cilman. 
He lists community rela- 
tions, transportation and the 
west side fire station as some 
of those important issues. 
"One of the things I've 
I to do in those years is 
the town and &e Uni- 
versity together," Elsass 
said. "I support student 
rights but I'm also concerned 
about student responsibili- 
ties." 
FIRMLY BELIEVING the 
city needs better transporta- 
tion routes, he hopes city 
planners will decide to work 
on Thurstin Avenue the way 
they have on Manville where 
sidewalks are badly needed, 
he said. 
As far as the much debated 
west side fire station is con- 
cerned, bethinks building a 
new station is unneccessary. 
He labeled cost as the major 
setback. 
"At this point, I'm not in 
favor of it," be said. "A vehic- 
ular overpast would be more 
economical and do a better job for everyone involved." 
Elsass's motivation to im- 
prove Bowling Green comes 
from years of experience in 
the city, be said. 
The 1949 University grad- 
uate broke into the City Coun- 
cil scene in 19(8 and was one 
of the first University profes- 
sors and Democrats ever to 
be elected. 
After 10 years of serving as 
the University's Dean of Edu- 
cation (1971-81), he returned 
to Council in 1982. 
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WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE 
FOLLOWING PEOPLE FOR SUPPORT 
WITH THE SNAKE DANCE: 
CAMPUS SAFETY & SECURITY 
■PARKING SERVICES 
-JIM TREEGER and THE ATHLETIC 
DEPARTMENT 
-ESCORT SERVICES 
-GREGG DeCRANE 
-THE ROUTE GUARDS 
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AND THE H&2 WHO HELPED 
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A SUCCESS 
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New 'Hotline' on call 
RSA service to handle'campus inconveniences 
bv Amy Reyes 
reporter 
The Resident Student Associa- 
tion (RSA) is coordinating an 
"Issues Hotline" for students 
who have complaints about in- 
conveniences on campus and in 
residence balls. It will be in 
service for the first time Mon- 
day. 
The idea of an "Issues Hot- 
line" was brought up two weeks 
ago by issue committee mem- 
bers. RSA works on problems it 
has gathered from residence 
halls, but now is interested in 
knowing what the students have 
complaints about. 
: The hotline is for the benefit of 
students to bring up issues of 
importance to a committee who 
will seriously consider doing 
something about these com- 
plaints, said Eric Wolber, Junior 
Business Education major, is- 
sues director of RSA. 
Operators, who are members 
of the issues committee, will be 
on call from 4 p.m. to S p.m. 
Monday and Wednesday at 372- 
8165, Wolber said. 
The primary goal of the "Is- 
sues Hotline" Is to find out prob- 
lems on campus and try to 
resolve these problems, Wolber 
said. 
MEMBERS ARE expecting 
calls ranging from residence 
hall inconveniences to lighting 
problems on campus. 
Wlien students call in with a 
complaint they will be asked 
what they suggest as a solution 
to the problem. Then the group 
will discuss the problem and 
how they will go about solving it. 
Calls will be logged to find out 
which issues the students are 
mostly concerned with, said 
Sheryl Lombacker, adviser of 
RSA. 
The issues committee will 
refer the student to someone 
who can help if they cannot 
assist the student with the com- 
plaint 
If it is a residence hall prob- 
lem they will bring this to the 
attention of the residence hall. If 
it is a general problem on cam- 
pus they will approach the ad- 
ministration with the problem. 
For example, they will be dis- 
cussing the possibilities of put- 
ting towels in the residence hall 
restrooms. extended cafeteria 
hours and cable television on 
each floor. 
The time before an issue is 
solved varies. For example, the 
issues committee worked for a 
year on the issue of getting 
change machines in each resi- 
dent hall. Members went 
through several procedures un- 
til change machines were ap- 
proved. 
Wolber described the "Issues 
Hotline" as a "link between the 
students and the administra- 
tion." 
Wolber said the issues com- 
mittee's Job is to see that prob- 
lems are recognized. 
News Briefs 
8. African election 
leans to the right 
JOHANNESBURG, South 
Africa (AP) - White-suprem- 
acist parties on South Afri- 
ca's far right said yesterday 
their broad gains in five mid- 
term elections proved there Is 
a surge in white opposition to 
sharing power with blacks. 
The governing National 
Party of President P.W. 
Botha, campaigning on a 
platform of gradual race re- 
form, won four of the five 
Parliament seats at stake in 
Wednesday's voting but lost 
ground everywhere to the far 
right. 
Tank builders' strike 
tentatively ended 
WARREN, Mich. (AP) - 
General Dynamics Corp. and 
the United Auto Workers 
reached tentative agreement 
yesterday on a three-year la- 
bor contract that could end a 
six-week strike by nearly 
I.OM workers who build M-l 
and M-1A1 Army tanks, the 
company and union an- 
nounced. 
Details weren't released. 
However, the company said 
the accord "is responsive to 
the needs expressed to us by 
the (UAW) negotiating com- 
mittee. We look forward to its 
ratification by the mem- 
bership." 
DOT chief denies 
Job, party link 
COLUMBUS (AP) - In tes- 
timony before the Republi- 
can-controlled Senate 
Judiciary Committee investi- 
gating the ethics violations in 
Gov. Richard Celeste's office. 
the Ohio Department of 
Transportation director said 
yesterday that Democratic 
Party loyaltv was no guar- 
antee of a job. 
Warren Smith said voting 
records   and   recommenda- 
tions by party officials were 
"considered and given great 
weight" but that unqualified 
applicants were not hired re- 
gardless of their political ties. 
Shiite demands 
stall release 
BAALBEK, Lebanon (AP) 
- The leader of a radical 
Shiite Moslem group says 
there's no hope of five Ameri- 
cans and four Frenchmen 
kidnapped in Lebanon being 
released until Kuwait frees 17 
extremists   convicted   of 
"I wish the demands of the 
kidnappers could be met and 
all the Americans freed," 
said Hussein Musawi, leader 
of the pro-Iranian Islamic 
Amal, a splinter group of the 
main Amal movement. 
But he said that the Shiite 
Islamic Jihad, believed to 
hold the U.S. and French hos- 
tages, "will not release them 
until the 17 people held pris- 
oner in Kuwait are freed." 
PIZZA $1 OFF BROTHERS, inc.       *Jr   I       V^ I      I 
352-8408 
| FREE DELIVERY 
ANY SIZE FOLDOVER 
PIZZA AT REGULAR 
PRICE! 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS. Inc. 
352-8408 
! FREE DELIVERY 
(Not good with any other offer) BG     5 EXPIRES 11 /15/85 BG 
2 Small Chef Salads | 
1 Garlic Bread 
2 16 oz. Pepsi       | 
All fOr $5.50 reg. $6.60 
■EXPIRES 11/15/85 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
DINNER FOR * 
TWO 
Small 10 inch - 2 Item 
Pizza and 2 cans of Pepsi 
for 
ONLY $5.00 
BG    ^- 
YOUR 1985 BOWLING GREEN DEMOCRATIC 
CANDIDATES FOR CITY COUNCIL 
JOYCE M. 
KEPKE 
AT-LARGE 
JOSEPH L. 
CORRAL 
AT-LARGE 
JAMES P. 
DAVIDSON 
WARD1 
DAVID G. 
ELSASS 
WARD 2 
JERRY W. 
LEE 
WARD 3 
ROBERT E. 
BARBER 
WARD 4 
A Full Team • Fully Committed * Unmatched in Experience 
This Time - 
We Can't Afford Not To! 
Paid for by the Bowling Green Democrat Committee: Allen R Baldwin. Chair/P.O.707. Bowling Grei 
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NICI wishbone will keep BG defense busy 
BOWLING GREEN VS. NORHTERN ILLINOIS 
WHEN: Sat. Nov. 2, 1:00 p.m. CDT 
WHERE: Huskie Stadium (AstroTurf) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3, 7-2 in the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 8-0, 6-0 in the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (62-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB), threw for only 
129 yards last week: Bernard White (RB). gained 118 
yards against Kent State; Stan Hunter (SE), team's 
leading receiver with 40 catches; Greg Meehan (FL), 
caught four passes for 51 yards last week; Troy 
Dawson (LB), had 10 tackles last week; Mike Foor (NT), 
had 10 tackles including a sack against Flashes. 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS: 
Nickname: Huskies 
1984 record: 4-6-1. 3-5-1 in the MAC (fifth) 
1985 record: 2-6, 2-2 In the MAC 
Head coach: Jerry Pettibone, first year (2-6). 
Returning starters: 14 (off.-7; def.-7) 
Players to watch: Curt Pardridge (SE), ranks sixth in the 
nation in kickoff returns (26.1 yards per return), leads 
team in receiving with 17 catches; Antonio Davis (RB) 
and Joel Kincade (RB), top two available rushers with 156 
and 143 yards respectively, are the keys to NIU's veer 
offense; Marshall Taylor (OB), has completed 50.8 
percent of his passes; Mike Kent (P) leads the MAC in 
average with 43.5 yards per punt; Scott Kellar (DT), all- 
MAC first team last year; Steve Kmiec (DB), made 13 
tackles and made two interceptions last week. 
Series record: BG 4-2 
Last meeting: BG won 28-6 at Doyt L. Perry Field Oct. 
20, 1984 
by Kail Smith 
sports editor 
Early in the season. Bowling 
Green coach Denny Stolz said 
that if his team was going to win 
a Mid-American Conference 
football championship, they 
would have to win it on the road. 
Tomorrow's game at North- 
ern Illinois could be the Falcons' 
chance. 
"This is one of the games I had 
in mind," Stolz saidJ'I felt there 
were two crucial games on the 
road - Western (Michigan), 
which we won easily (48-7), and 
this one." 
Toe Huskies will present some 
interesting problems, some 
things the Falcons are not used 
to facing. 
First of all. there is NIU's 
offense. Unlike most MAC 
schools which utilize a one or 
two-back offense, the Huskies 
have installed a three back wish- 
bone, in addition to a two-back 
option-oriented veer. 
"You can get embarrassed 
against an option team," Stolz 
said. "They're difficult to pre- 
pare for because our scout team 
is having trouble learning their 
offense. That's why some people 
have unique formations." 
RUNNING BACKS Antonio 
Davis and Joel Kincade are fea- 
tured in the Huskie scheme and 
neither have had a negative rush 
this year. Quarterback Marshall 
Taylor has carried the ball more 
than any Huskie, generating 337 
yards, although negative rushes 
bring the totalto 132. 
With three capable runners 
combined with the confusing 
option, Stolz said some of his 
players will have to do two jobs 
at one time. 
"In the wishbone, the dive 
BLOW YOUR 
FRIENDS UPII 
Bring in any of your 
favorite negatives and g»t 
it blown up into a beautiful 
8 x 10 color picture. 
MIPNITE STIOW 
CLA-ZEL 
N.MAIMST 
t "An Evening with Windham Hill" ^ 
presenting: Michael Hedges, Darol Anger, 
Mike Marshall and Liz Story 
with special guest guitarist, John Jorganson 
Monday, Nov. 11, 1985, 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Reserved Seating Only 
'5,7 for students with valid I.D. 
7, "9 for general public 
All tickets go on sole Monday, Oct. 21, 1985 ot Kobocker Holl only 
Co-sponsored by: University Activities Organization, Groduate Student 
JV Senate, Student Activities Office. Women for Women, ond WBGU-FM        JB 
STALLONE it bach es... 
RAMBO 
First Blood 
Part ([ jg 
:|NEMA1&2 
INEMA1&2 
«r»Ami,uPi A7* 
THE GREATEST SUSPENSE 
HIM EVER RETURNS! 
™E   II WILLIAM 
MTTR 
BLATTY-ft 
JANE rdNBA 
1ME BANCROFT ■ MEG TILTl 
THURSDAY STUDENTS 
WITH VALID ID* 
ONLY $2.00 
A ^icpmre 
&//»?ies ofCjoiL (jog^u^ 
AT 7:30 8 9:15 7:J0I9:15(H) 
CLA-ZEL 
NMA'NST 
EVE. - ADULTS $3.50 
WED. STUDENTS $2.00 
|The true life and love 
I story ol Patsy Cline. 
| JESSICA LAMGE 
ED HARRIS 
5WEEX S3| 
7:30 
9:30 
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a 
Mach2+ F/A-18A, a vertical takeoff Harrier or 
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could 
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special 
commitment on your part W 
demand leaders at all levels. 
W teach you to be one. If you're 
a freshman or sophomore, ask about our under- 
graduate officer corrimissicKiiiTg programs. Ifyou'rea 
junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting 
salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And 
_^     ~~~       ~~~ I youcancounton 
\J€/IMl CllM### mMnbokinglbrafewfrodmen. 
SM Capt. Powor or Lt. Bombanc* Nov 5,6,7 at the Studant Union or call coHoct (313) 886-2211. 
back could get the ball, the other 
back could get it, or the quar- 
terback could keep it. The quar- 
terback doesn't know where the 
ball's going, how can the de- 
fense? " Stolz said. "You don't 
get the pursuit that you have in 
an I-formation (offense). If the 
linebackers can do two lobs, we 
can whip them, if we nave an 
extra guy (involved in the play), 
well have an advantage. 
Travelling to DeKalb, 111. pre- 
sents a problem in itself. The 
seven-hour (minimum) trip 
takes a team out of its usual 
itinerary. 
IN ADDITION, Huskie sta- 
dium has not been friendly to 
visitors. Toledo lost its unde- 
feated record there in IMS and 
Central Michigan was bumped 
from the title nee last year. 
Also in 1883, BG took a 204 
halftime lead only to lose 94-21 
The Falcons are 1-1 at DeKalb, 
m. 
''Northern won a 
championship in 'S3, so they 
• See Northern, page ». 
FALCON CUP LACROSSE INVITATIONAL 
Nov. 2 10:30 
to 6:00 
Intramural Fields 
Host-.Bowllng Green 
Heidelburg 
Kent State 
Kentucky 
Dayton 
Toledo 
$269 
Includes: Air, 3 Nij-ht Hoed. Rt-m.il Car 
From 
• Round trip air to Orlando • Hotel accommodations for 3 
nights (hotel taxes not included) • American International 
economy car rental for three 24-hour periods • Florida 
FunBook • Air taxes 
TAMPA CUAAWATER 
MIAMI/FT. LAUDERDAU 
JKL aw^Bka^ 
Includes: Air. 3 Nirfit Hotel, Renul Car 
• Round hip air to Tampa • Hotel accommodations for 
first 2 nights (hotel taxes not included) • Use of an 
American International economy car rental for 7 24-hour 
periods. Car does not include: state/local taxes, gas and 
collision damage waiver. • Florida FunBook • Air taxes 
from OHIO, Canton/Akron, 
Cincinnati, Dayton, Toledo 
Call AAA TRAVEL AGENCY Today 
352-5276 
ASK FOR 
FUNWA: 
IDAYS. INC 
® TRAVEL AGENCY 
414 E. Woostar St. • Bowing Groen. OH 43402 
Ph. 362-5276 
TA0083 
We make travel easier. For everyrxxjy. 
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BG-Buckeye hockey rivalry continues 
by Tom SkemlvtU 
sports reporter 
The best hockey the state can 
offer takes place this weekend 
when Bowline Green faces off 
against Ohio State in one of the 
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation's top rivalries. 
The Falcoris host the Buck- 
eyes in the first game of the 
home and home series which 
begins at 7:30 p.m. in the BG Ice 
Arena. BG then travels to Co- 
lumbus for the continuation of 
the first seriesbetween the two 
teams this year. 
BG and OSU are the only 
original members of the CCHA 
which began in 1971. Of the nine 
teams presently in the confer- 
ence, BG and OSU are second 
and third, respectively, in win- 
ning percentage behind leader 
Michigan State. 
Although the series has al- 
ways been a great rivlary, the 
Falcons have mastered the 
Bucks through the years with a 
"Last year, they (OSU) went through a 
rebuilding process . . . The rebuilding 
process is over now." 
BG coach Jerry York 
46-27-1 record in 16 seasons of 
play. This trend has diminished 
some in recent years, though. 
OSU won the live game series 
last year. Each team won two 
games on its home ice with the 
Buckeyes getting the last laugh 
in Detroit beating BG in the 
CCHA playoffs 7-4. 
REVENGE WILL not come 
easy for the 4-2 Falcons. After 
losing their first three games, 
the Buckeyes have won three in 
a row, evening their record at 3- 
3 and tying them for third place. 
SAMPLE BALLOT 
uwt^mmmm 
JOYCE M. 
KEPKE 
for BG Council At-Large 
JAMES P. 
DAVIDSON 
for BG Council Ward 1 
JERRY W. 
for BG Council-Ward 3 
DAVID . 
for BGCouncil Ward i 
ROBERT F. 
for ouncil Ward 4 
P«id (or by the Bowling Green Democratic Committee Allen R. Baldwin. ChalrfPO. Boa 707 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
OSU's season hasn't been the 
easiest so far. All three wins 
have been on the road and two of 
the Bucks losses have come 
against CCHA frontrunner 
Michigan State. 
Last week, Lake Superior fell 
victim to the Buckeyes on their 
home ice. BG split their two 
Kme  home   series   with  the 
kers two weeks ago. 
Besides being from Ohio, the 
teams possess other similar tra- 
its. Both teams had to rebuild 
last year which caused both to 
have average records. 
After winning the NCAA 
championship in 1964 with a 34-8- 
2 record, BG fell to 21-21-0 last 
year. OSU finished behind the 
Falcons in '84 with a 30-10-1 but 
also declined last year. OSU 
dropped to 19-20-1 after losing a 
talented senior class that In- 
cluded the Pooley brothers, Paul 
and Perry. 
But Bowling Green coach 
Jerry York said the two teams 
are finished rebuilding and will 
have competent teams. 
"LAST YEAR, they (OSU) 
went through a rebuilding proc- 
ess which was similar to our 
squad," York said. "But this 
year both teams are improved. 
The rebuilding process Is over 
now." 
Meadowview Courts 
Apartment 
Coll now of 352-1195 
• One Bedroom Furnished 
$270 all utilities paid 
Available November 8* 
Landlord pays water and sewage 
All residents have the privilege of 
using The Cherrywood Health Spa 
located at 5* and High St. 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-4:30 214 Napoleon Rd. 
Buckeye coach Jerry Welsh 
also sees his team improving 
from last year with the addition 
of experience. 
"The ouality of the returning 
players that we will be counting 
on will be much improved over 
last season," Welsh said. 
York will most likely go with 
freshman Dan Kwilas in goal for 
the second week in a row. Junior 
goaltender Gary Kruzich is suf- 
fering from a broken hand and is 
listed as doubtful. 
Kwilas performed admirably 
in last week's series against the 
machine gun offense of Michi- 
5 an. BG split the series, losing 7- 
and winning 11-5. 
York said Kwilas met his ex- 
pectations in the rookies first 
start in goal. 
$5 HAIRCUT 
3056 off PERMS 
with this AD 
ASK FOR PEGGY 
"He played very well. Danny 
Is a fine goalie," York said. '1 
was pleased with him but not 
surprised." 
ALSO MISSING from the le- 
er's lineup will be junior for- 
ward Rob Urban. Urban will be 
out 4-6 weeks with mononucleo- 
sis. Urban has two goals, four 
assists and six points. 
Mark Lori will be forced to 
miss tonight's game because of 
a game disqualification penalty 
assessed to mm for spearing in 
last Saturday's game against 
the Wolverines. 
Senior Jamie Wansbrough and 
sophomore Paul Ysebaert con- 
tinue to lead the Falcons in 
scoring. Wansbrough, a right 
wing, has scored 5-8-13, while 
Ysebaert is right behind with 2- 
10-12. 
OSU will be paced by junior 
Dave Beaudin and sophomore 
Darcy Gryba on offense and 
senior goalie Bob Krautsak. 
mEDKEN 
products available 
140 E. WOOSTER 
352-0800 
Expires 11/8/85 OPEN 
MOrroAY-SATTJMWYWMJO 
THURSDAY'S T1U 800 poi 
FALCON HOUSE SALUTES 
\   INTRAMURAL SPORTS CHAMPS! 
HEN'S All CAMPUS FRATERNITY WIMS AIL CAMPUS                           SOMMTY 
-OMGMAL ARTTSIS— -KAPPA SKJMA- 
-M0T0WM- -ALPHA GAMMA DELTA- 
Ooug Cubbwtoy RttiPOMf* JoShow Annt FtHby 
DMMMOS RUiGMtar Wendy Hirty SufSMw 
On Km Roco Start OhtJerhE KHiSyter 
KeaiRarabaugft Ma* Sargent SueUppy JukSMM 
KmRrtMu/ rmCoin. Drum Blown IQmAprJegartri 
Terry Settey CmtStodrJam CrnJMotang Karen Prtwlon 
8rent Neman RmtJyRool BuDBsftop May Mia 
ArtHormn HrCh WOOdKTl Dewti Eastman UN Ma) 
KMtSMri CM. Round SueGahn Karen Slough 
K« ft* MkeHarkw PatOney KathyUhr 
MarkHuflnade MarkHogan SMI Cot Judy Comer 
B» Kennedy AndyHogan Sheas Stetaala tWMM 
COED $2.00 OFF 
-StEf+TUMA- TENMS -GOLF- I Ajy aM shit 
OmKtrc 
-MEN'S OBLS- INDEPENDENT 1 I 
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CunePspMS 
OMMMrot 
John lotos 
RofiMcNutty 
John Detieae 
JohnEyaeen FALCON HOUSE      -ffc 
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Doug Cutjoerey "Oafe" FRATERNITY 1 j r-j| Made BoecKer MaShveori -BETA'S- ATHLETIC SHOES                      '^T 
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B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
irJi 
Why Walk Through  *j 
when you can Drive Through? 
Pepsi 8 pk. nonreturnables $1.99 
Ballrcich's l lb. bag $1.89 
Coke Classic 8 pk. returnables $1.79 
Rolling Rock pony kegs 
Little King kegs 
Pepsi products 2 liter $1.79 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES 
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES WOULD LIKE TO PUBLICLY 
THANK THOSE STUDENTS WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED IN 
AND USED THE PROGRAM THIS YEAR. AS THE ONLY 
SERVICE OF ITS KIND IN OHIO, WE HOPE THAT IT HAS 
BEEN BENEFICIAL TO ALL OF YOU. 
THE TIME HAS COME THOUGH WHERE STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES MUST REQUEST THAT ALL STUDENTS 
AND ORGANIZATIONS UNITE AND CONSOLIDATE IN AN 
EFFORT TO EDUCATE AND BECOME EDUCATED ON OUR 
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES; IF WE ARE TO CLAIM 
OUR "RIGHTS," THEN WE MUST ALSO BE HELD AC- 
COUNTABLE TO OUR "RESPONSIBILITIES". 
PREVENTATIVE MEASURES MUST BE THE KEY 
THROUGH OUR EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IF WE ARE TO 
CURTAIL PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY ARISE. IT'S YOUR 
MONEY THAT GIVES YOU NOT ONLY A LEGAL SERVICE, 
BUT ALSO THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE PART OF A STU- 
DENT BODY EFFORT TO BECOME BETTER EDUCATED. 
WE HAVE RIGHTS. WE HAVE RESPONSIBILITIES. LET'S 
ALL DO OUR PART. 
PAID FOR BY STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES 
• LOUISE PARADIS 
Program Coordinator - Residential Services 
• SARAH GRIMES 
Clerical Specialist - Placement Office 
• LELAND R. MILLER 
Associate Professor - Computer Science 
• JENNIFER SPIELVOQEL 
Assistant to the Dean - 
CoSeoe of Hearth and Human Services 
• PATRICK P. McHUQH 
Instructor - Economics 
• RAYMOND K. TUCKER 
Professor and Chair - 
Interpersonal and Put*; Communication* 
• JUDITH BIGGS 
Assistant Director of Greek Life 
• SHEILA WINEMAN 
Assistant Professor - Education 
• ROBERT BLACKWELL 
Professor - Special Education 
• MARY ELLEN WERNER 
Clerical Specialist - Residential Service* 
• JILL CARR 
Director of Housing 
• GARNET GROSS 
CleiWIrtformation Desk ■ Offenhauer East 
• CHERYL LAUBACHER 
Hal Director ■ Offenhauer East 
CONGRATULATIONS - KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!! 
The "We-Ness" Committee 
■gCT^r:;:srT*T.*yi^*^iyi3zi*^yi3^-;-^^ 
WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESSWE-NES 
"WE-NESS" AWARDS 
WE—NESS - CONCERN FOR OTHERS, 
FRIENDLINESS, 
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS 
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We-Ness" Awards. Their 
kindness and helpfulness toward students has been noticed and is appreciated. Many thanks 
to them. Their efforts single them out, and they are to be highly commended. 
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MAC title on line MACtion 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's mena' and 
womens' cross country teams 
have been preparing all year for 
the Mid-American Conference 
Championships which will be 
run Saturday at Ohio Univer- 
sity. 
the other nine MAC schools, 
however, have also been waiting 
for this challenge. 
The BG women, runnerup in 
the 1964 MAC meet, are looking 
to recapture the title they held 
the previous four years. Western 
Michigan, defending champs, 
appear to be be standing in their 
way again this year, however. 
'they're defending champs 
and they've got basically every- 
one on their team back," Sink 
said. "But Maggie Lilly (1984 
MAC individual champion) is 
hurt and without her they could 
be in trouble." 
WMU does have Kayla Skelly, 
however, and she has been very 
impressive this year. Skelly has 
beaten BG's Sara Collas, BG's 
a runner, twice this year and 
will be one final showdown 
between the two - except this 
time it's for the MAC crown. 
Sink noted that while it ap- 
pears to be a two-team race, 
there could be some surprises 
from Miami or Eastern Michi- 
gan. Miami beat BG early in the 
season,  while EMU has  im- 
r *\ I  Puff's ■ ■   Pizza  ■ 
I Large 2 item! 
5 $5.95 | 
 
we deliver 
■ 352-15961 
1440 E. Court | 
proved greatly from the begin- 
ning of the year. 
•1 feel this meet will be as 
competitive as any MAC meet 
ran in recent years," Sink said. 
"It will definitely not be a run- 
away." 
In the men's race, however, it 
looks as if Eastern Michigan will 
win easily, according to Sink. 
Eastern has dominated all of 
their MAC opponents this year, 
but an upset is possible. 
"You never Know what can 
happen at the MAC meet," Sink 
said. "Our squad feels a confi- 
dence now that I haven't felt all 
year and we could do it." 
The Falcon men, who came in 
sixth last year, are looking for a 
"top three" finish in 1985. The 
key to the BG harriers success 
at this meet, according to Sink, 
is to run together as a team 
throughout and to get some of 
his runners' best performances 
of the year. 
BG's Tom Franek and Dave 
Mora will lead their team in an 
attempt to beat CMU's Ron 
Johnson, who is the pre-race 
favorite to win the individual 
MAC title. 
"We're just going in to do the 
best we can. Sink said. "So 
whatever happens, happens." 
The womeivs race will begin 
at 11:00 a.m., with the men 
beginning at noon. 
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Sports Cap 
FOOTBALL: The undefeated 
Falcons travel to DeKalb, HI. to 
face Northern Illinois tomorrow 
at 1 p.m. CDT. 
HOCKEY: The BG icers take 
on rival Ohio State in a borne 
and home series, tonight at 
bane and tomorrow in Colum- 
bus. Both games start at 7:30. 
VOLLEYBALL: The Falcon 
spikers bast two conference 
matches, tonight against Cen- 
tral Michigan and tomorrow 
against Eastern Michigan. Both 
matches start at 7 p.m. in An- 
derson Arena. 
CROSS-COUNTRY: Both 
squads travel to Athens for the 
MAC championship meet tomor- 
row, the men starting at noon 
and the women at 11 a.m. 
SWIMMING: The Falcons 
host the Bowling Green Relays 
with diving today at 3 and swim- 
ming tomorrow at 1 p JO. 
Northern 
(Continued from page 7) 
know bow to win,   StoU said. 
This year, although NIU is a 
mere M overall (2-2 in the 
MAC), both wins have come at 
home. 
"It's the toughest trip in the 
conference," Stolz said. "Their 
stats aren t indicative of bow 
they've played, they've played 
three Big 10 teams (Northwest- 
em, Iowa and Wisconsin) and 
survived." 
The undefeated Falcons (WM>, 
5*0 in te MAC) will keep NIU's 
hands hill with the MAC'S top 
passing attack, despite a sub- 
par 129 yard output last week. 
BG is also leading the league in 
total offense. 
NIU, on the other hand, ranks 
last in the MAC in total defense 
and the same in passing defense, 
giving up 250.7 yards per game. 
"YOU JUST can't tee off on 
(Brian) McClure because they 
will hit you with a running 
play," NIU coach Jerry Petti- 
bone. "Bowling Green has so 
many potent weapons. That's 
why they're WH)." 
Bernard White helps balance 
the Falcon attack, averaging 
92.8 yards per game and la sec- 
ond in all-purpose yardage per 
game. 
Much like the other BG oppo- 
nents this year, Pettibone 
doesn't plan to stop the Falcons 
outighL 
"You cant stop a Brian Mc- 
Clure," Pettibone said. "One of 
the keys for us is to keep the ball 
on offense and keep it away 
from McClure and Company." 
r 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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L. 
Urge Deluxe Pizza 
$7.95 
$11 value 
352-3551 we deliver 352-3551 
W L 
II- 0 
II- 2 
» 2 
(V 3 
S- 6 
5- S 
S- t 
EM^Ms^csysii^^^r^^ \tf5mHuri 
f   Howard's club H     ) 
' ■.,:■■■:■:-:--■:■:■:■:■:■■■    ■    ,, ->   . 
WILY.  I 1HNK fWR 
tVM Bl 1tfMtTHIN& 
W«0NG  UW  ME.   I 
HOPE   IT'S NOT 
SERI016.. 
Ti SOMETHING 1N0W  VTJU"VE 
KIND Of U«D  ll GOT  ME 
NOTICED  ABOUT /WORRIED1 TEIL 
| SPEAKER 5 
I   Eileen Mutiso    I 
Member of the Nairobi delegation to the United Nations Decade for 
Women Conference will share her experiences at the Conference 
Monday, Nov. 4, 1985 
7:00 p.m. 
Town Room, Univ. Union 
Free and open to the Public. 
Elect 
Joseph L. Corral 
Council At Large 
We can use Joe Corral's 30 
years of business experience 
in city government 
ll      .■ Because he REALLY m    >4iV   afl wants to serve 
Pad lor by ConH ComnaWav AMn Potta, OaMd Eattaa. Blue Board. PattKai MoOaTna; 254 S   EnMrpflM. Bowing Own 
Ha MaMMaaM 
Friday, The 15th, 
May Be The Most 
Important Day 
Of Your 
Professional Life. 
This is the day when a representative from Red Lobster will be 
on campus to discuss the job opportunities in Restaurant 
Management for America's largest full-service seafood restau- 
rant chain. 
We'll tell you about our comprehensive training program, 
excellent salaries, valuable benefits, and stimulating environ- 
ment. We'll fit your education with our future. We'll make you an 
offer you can't refuse. 
See your Placement Department for more details. 
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v. 
We're Fresh. We're Friendly. We're First. 
Red Lobster- 
Please vote 
YES 
FOR THE 
Bowling Green 
4 MILL 
OPERATING LEVY 
Today's students are 
tomorrow's leaders. 
In a few short years, 
everything that we have 
will be entrusted to 
them. 
As they become adults, 
they will fill our jobs 
As staff and students at 
BGSU, we would 
appreciate your support 
November 5th 
MM Maaaaaa. Ma la at Oaaaa a. ha*" « Oat akaa. aaa. Ian « 
Classifieds BG Newi/November 1,1M5 10 
CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
BOSU TRIVIA CONTEST 
OimtiH Wm»t»r M. 
RIU6S 
•••■OWUNOOBEEN JAYCESS-" 
•••HAUNTED HOUSE"* 
Cvjejost 31. and Nov. 1.2 
7-11 p.m. raghtry 
M f Wood County Frargrounds on Poo Rd 
CAMe* AWAReraESS WEEK 
Mte. 4.1, sat] 7 tiglarilriB TM p.m. Mi 
■■■ft III Urn OW» tain. A» ssatwe wsttestsI 
 COMINO SOON  
•BUSINESS CAREER SEARCH SEMINAR- 
Wednesday, November 13 
  »30-4 30 PM  
ROE AVAAABLE TO BOONE 
NORTH CAKXJNA 
DEPARTURE THURS , NOV 14 
RETURN SUNDAY. NOV. 17 
PLEASE CALL USA AT 362-7834  
ROE   NEEDED   TO:    CMCAOO   ON   THE 
WKENO OF NOV. let 
DEPARTURE  THRUSOAY OR FROAY 
RETURN SUNDAY OR MONDAY 
362-8461, HELP H DHMNQ, GAS, TOLLS 
SERVICES OFFERED 
IMmyKkUHMoMkn 
I Ion my MM AM* McMttefi 
lion my Mr. Al 
BROTHERS OF PM KAPPA PSt- 
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR CHOOSNO. ME 
AS YOUR SWEETHEART IT S AN HONOR 
AND A PHMLEOE TO REPRESENT SUCH A 
FINE HOUSE OF MENI THANKS FOR ALL 
YOUR SUPPORT! 
ALL MY LOVE. LESLIE 
Crtmra JuMoa CtrjanUseonal meeting Mon- 
day, rsrjvembsr 4. at 8:00 m 102 Him Guest 
speaker wa M Anthony Cermone from Ba U.S. 
Secret 8srvtce  
CON0MTULATMNS 
VOLUNTnM M PROGRESS 
FOR A SUCCESSFUL 
PUMPKIN SALE 
AND A SPECIAL THANK8 TO 
KAREN A NO DOME BfTTNEP. 
M0WLW 
FOR A STUPENDOUS JO* I 
Typing dona rsnltaslonafy 
888-8B46 Bo»A%tJ Oresn 
FJLEEN MUTISO 
I ot Use Nairobi WSJSSSi to 
the UN. Olosll tor Wonwn Conference 
■■ sees* Mondey, No-. 4 II 7.00 p.m. 
In Hw Tom Room. Unht. Union. 
Free wid open lo the public 
WS do typing 
Cal Linda 
364-22 IS 
00 TO SCHOOL IN COLORADO. MAINE. 
CALIFORNIA. OR ONE OF OVER 76 
SCHOOLS M THE U.S. AMD STILL PAY IN- 
STATE TUITION? YEtl COME TO AN INFOR 
MATION SESSION FOR THE NATIONAL 8TU- 
OENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM. NOV. I AT 
838 AM OR MOV. « AT 12:30 PM, 231 ADMBt 
Jewah Students Group. Sheobet Services 
Friday evening. 6:00 pm, In the Faculty Loungt 
ol mo Student Union CM Blue* KotBer lor 
taormeson, 3648420, Psychology Pool 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
JAJLBREAK 
WCOMKM 
lonl K amejing how ono ponton < 
tor throo AS hours? 
DAWN "TORPEDO WOMAN- ZEITLER 
Hippy 2HI" Flaky Legal!' 
Wo Lon Yol Satcty, Kathy, Eettts. I DOT 
DZ VOLLEYSALL TOURNAMENT 
02 VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
MVOLLlTSAUTOURrLAirSrNT 
Ooon 
I M boon working out fJ woo*   At* you 
scared yet? 
Perfect 
Pon African Extravaganral 
Nov 7, 8 00 p.m. Foohion Show 
Nov. 6. 6:00 p.m. A fan on South Africa 
Panol Osriaatnri 
Nov. ». 5 30 p.m. African Oemer 
Ousel Ilpuluc Or Vetubu Saaha  
Sundty. Novombot 3. 1985 
Non-Traditional Sludont Aaeoc 
PoBicfc Suppor at 5 30 p.m 
In N.E Commona 
Fotowed by a TVne Mgmt FToaantabon by 
Karon Wheeler. Doctoral CandHste In the 
Educational Dept ol Admm. > Suporvaaon 
bring Tablancvlca. Drink, t Cvrd Dteri 
The "TAKE SACK THE NIGHT" 
Planning Cornmrttoa 
Will meet Monday, Nov. 4.1:30.7:00p.m. 
In tha Town Rm. d« the Union 
Undorgraduata Alumni 
AaoocabOn 
Wa wS ba mooting on Monday. Nov 4 
at 6:30 pm In the MUM Alumni Center 
Wei bo brooking Into commmaaa to bring 
your tfxnkrg caps' Al studonta ara 
invrled to attend 
ALERC. 
KEEP UP THE QOOD WORK ON COURTI QET 
A LITTLE CONFtDENCEM OH. SMILE — ITS 
BEEN A TOUGH SEASON. BUT ITS ALMOST 
OVER! 
K.  
Alpha SkJ V-bai Team. 
Good luck tomorrow ft got payched for a wake- 
up you I never forgott I've always hoard 3rd 
ttmee tha charm, so lets win It tha year  Lon 
your DZ cotohst Laura Anno 4 Plena.  
ARE VOU DAntNO? 
DO YOU LOVE A CHALLENOE? 
ENTER THE GAMBIA PHFFUI ROAD RALLY 
ATTENTION ALPHA QAM PLEDGES 
Things right now may ba rough: 
But we I make It through 'cm we're eo tough. 
So let's stick together 4 when wo'ro done 
The AGO Ptodgoa w« bo NUMBER ONEIt 
AltsnsOnBGSU 
Today at Trn Cain's 22nd birthday Wish Ism a 
Happy PABttjy. 
Attonllcri Losers ol 836 4th St 
(Apia 5 and 7 met le) 
Vet another weekend lo lacing ue   On So" 
What trouble ww we get ourservos into or out 
oil WS wo bo B0   seniors or OS U Fresh 
man?i You guys ara mo groateatl Lon. Spud 
Get payched tor ma data party tonight   H'a 
going to bo another groat weekend. 
I LOVE YOU! 
I lon my elite! 
OZ Lon, HatoSi 
DESPERATELY SEEKING KM 
• you antoyod the seat at Chaw Trick' 
I'd reefy axe to aae you ogam' 
Meet me on Sundance Balcony 
Friday night St 9 00 
Hoporuty. 
OAVtO 
Happy. Happy. Happy 
r| 
Women tor Women will bo sponsoring e 
Hakomes Program to dlacuss tha myths and 
rituals surrounding Halloween. Friday. 
Nov. 1 at 7:80 p.m. In tha Ohio Surte. Union 
WAllaTIQTOM CENTER INTERNSHIP - 
DON'T GRADUATE WITHOUT ITI ALL MA- 
JORS — 12-16 CREDITS INFORMATION 
SESSION BEING HELD TODAY AT ICr.JO AM, 
230 ADMM. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
2-8202         
LOST AND FOUND 
See OSU ra. towa State 
II you can't bo at Papa Joe a. 
Watch tha game at the Brathaua. 
on our 7 toot screen 
Saturday. Nov 2 — Brathaua  
BIG LAURA. 
THAT BLASTED STRING WENT 
ROUND AND ROUND, 
STRAIGHT UP THE TREE AND 
THEN BACK DOWN. 
BUT FWALLY AT THE ENO I FOUND. 
THE GREATEST CHI-O BK3 AROUNDI 
XO LOVE ANO MHE, UL DIANE 
PLEASE HELP! I LOST MY KEYS (ON AN 
ORANGE BGSU KEYCHAIN) AT THE SNAKE 
DANCE. It round, please col Done « 372 
6318  
Loot Ladoe gold black aapphra ring. VresHty ol 
Fine Arts » Harahman Quad REWARD CM 
Trteh. 352-8323  
Loot: Eyegtasaee In a dark brown c 
mound CM Dabblo at 362-6126 
BIG SCREWI 
BtaSCREWt 
BIG SCREW! 
VOTE TOOAY 
LOST— Sat 0* keys on Smurtette key ring. 
return, very Importanl CM 362-1172 
LOST SUNGLASSES IN SILVER CASE 
FINDER'S REWARD 
CALL 352-0572 EVENINGS  
LOST: Katana denim Jacket et Uptown. K 
Oct 28   PLEASE return to Beth 2-1265 
Reward         
SOWUNQ   QUEEN   LACROSSE   PRESENT! 
ANNUAL FALCON CUP 
•AT. NOV. 2nd 10:SM:00 P.H 
INTRAMURAL    FIELDS    ACROSS    FROM 
OUAOS 
BO. KENTUCKY, DAYTON, HEIDELBERG, TO- 
LEDO, 4 KENT STATE 
*   SUPPORT    YOUR    DEFENOINO 
ClUvMPIONI       
OaaparMali Seeking Tarry: 
You must have some magical effect over boor a 
and women" You ehouM novar combme Bsa 
two ol them, yixi never know what may happen' 
Did anyone aver tel you that you're ooooo cute 
whan you're drunkTTI Low. Elan 
PS. Part says you're ouch a pull  
DESPERATELY SEEKING DELI 
OVER THIS "HOUOAY" WEEK-END, YOU'LL 
FWO OUT WHO'S "CRAZY FOR YOU!'' 
DOUG, 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY SWEETHEARTI TT 
HARDLY SEEMS UKE IT HAS BEEN A WHOLE 
YEAR SINCE WE MADE THINGS '-OFFICIAL''. 
I'M SO QLAD WE DC' I'VE NEVER BEEN 
HAPPIER THAN I AM NOW. 
ILOVEYOUI 
MELISSA 
FALCON CUP SAT. NOV. 2nd 
10:10-6:00 P.M. 
COME WATCH YOUR FALCON 
 LACROSSE TEAM  
I km my me Atae McMSHn 
I ton my Me Uee McMSen 
 I ton my ttaa Aon McMSen  
■A 
Get payched tor Sle V-BM tournament on Sal 
Why? Because you're going to win! 
Lon your DZ ooaohoa. Derate. Chris. Undo 
OREO A. JOHNSON 
SORRY ABOUT NO PERSONAL LAST WEEKI 
OOPSI GOOD LUCK AT NORTHERN ILLJNOISI 
OWE Til ALL YOU'VE OOTI I LOVE YOUI 
JACOLHE 
P.8. CAL BOWL COUNTDOWN: 3 BO WINS 
OREO STUORAWA - Happy 21M Birthday < 
We'l make It the best one ever'! 
Love Ye. Sandy 
Happy   SOay   Timothy,   How   could   I   hen 
known?! Lw, Staooy     
Happy Birthday. Tim Cain 
Tim Cain. Happy Birthday 
Happy 22nd Birthday Tim Cotnl  
r~"TheBGNews" .Classified Information. Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m, 
(BG News not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum. 
50* extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT Is required lor all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible for error due to illeojomty or incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately It there Is an error In your sd. The news wW not be 
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
i 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For bring purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appea 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)  
Phone # 
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear 
      Campos A City Events*   
       Lost A Found   
       Rides   
       Services Offered   
       Personals 
•C«npus/Clty Event ads are pubsened free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or rrrsetkrg only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Date* of Insertion 
Total number of days. 
Mat. to: (On or Off-Campus Mai) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal BGSU 
Bowing Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
HBY ALPHA OUTS 
HARPY HALLOWHN 
TWO PARTSn M OMf NMHT 
 H0Wr>OOUSHII  
Ba COED WALLYBALL ENTWtS DUE WED 
NOV. 8 BY 4:00 PM AT M OFFICE. 108 REC 
CENTER  
M WRESTLING ENTRIES DUE TUES NOV 8 
BY 4.00 P.M. AT M OFFICE, 108 REC 
CENTER.  
JAMA BOYSCN, 
COteaRATULATIONS   ON   YOUR   DO-CHUB 
CLUB HNNMa TO RAUL HORNYAK. Beetot 
Wot In Mo hrture. 
Les-o, Yeyr DO Skeera 
Chert » 
Cheryl KoeHer 
Than* you far your help wrth Snake Denoel 
   RllHial BooSont AaaoaliSia 
THE   MARKETINO   COMPETITION   TEAM   IS 
LUCK   TO   HAVE  PATTY  NOUAWAY  ON 
lEI COhYJRATULATIC+NI PATTYI 
LOVE. YOUR KAPPA Ml— 
THETACMTS 
» year has oon by 
QJvethoee coetumoe a try 
And Wa hove a beast > 
THE ALPHA XI'S ARE LOOKING FORWARD 
TO ANOTHER GREAT ANNUAL THETA CHI 
HALLOWEEN TEAI 
TsnotiyCotn, 
Today la your birthday! Can you batavo I 
remembered it? Have a proat dayl Happy 22. 
Love,-rule 
TO ME. I.e. 
Happy Birthday. KUdol 
Tha beTa eta onlll 
Lovayal LKP 
TO SOME OF THE GREATEST 
SWIiaMERS WE KNOW- 
BOB, DEANO, a DOUGI WELL BE THERE TO 
CHEER YOU ONI! 
WE LOVE YOU QUYSI JIL. JACKS!, KAREN, 
I IBM 
P 8. WHO LOVES YA BABY?  
TO THE ASSISTANT VICE PRESaDENT: 
HEY DUOCI ITS COMIN' DOWNI CONGRATS 
ON THE BEST JOB FOR THE BEST ROOM- 
MATT LOVE. DIE 
To: The gala ol 2nd Boor Mghe Mac North 
Thanks (or helping ma gat through loot week- 
ond CspecMy Arm Love. Pern  
TO VKKI SORENSON 
To me Bray you anal go 
To moot someone there you era know 
6:00 la the time a) bo 
• you're not Basra, no present tor thee' 
Hoppy igti Btrthoeyl Love. FYTA  
PI KAPPA PM - "HAPPY HOURS'' 
TOMOHT AT MAIN ST. BAR 
HELP US SUPPORT PJI.SJL  
See OSU ve. knee State 
> you cent ba at Papa Joes. 
Welch the game at the Brathaue. 
on our 7 toot screen 
Saturday Nov 2 - Brathaua 
Tux end Cheat, 
Jordeche wants you i And rt was goodl 
Love, Lips 
I rove my RHe Alee McMSen 
I love my ma Alee McMBen 
I toy my RBa Aata McMSen 
VTSION OUEST 86 
VISION OUEST 86 
VBKX OUEST S6 
WART 
I hope you have a nice day and you don't have 
to "Get out, Troutt" 
TOAD 
What a way to be an Alpha XI 
We know we have tha bad SI 
Keep up the good stork, 
Weloveyoul 
 Yoa» P.E.'a, LP. and HaL 
WtJ.   YOU   BE   'SHIfnArBECKED   WITH   A 
KAPPA'' NOVEMBER 237 
XO Annette Agaa la our Roe Harry in the watar- 
doev what aha ougMer.-klckln' her leet-lo win 
the Prat meet! Best ol kickl 
Love, your XO aawara 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
JAUBREAK 
a COMING 
Young Concert ArtW Sanaa prsssnu 
CARTER BREY. CELU8T 
November 2 al 8 pm. Bryan Recital Hal. 
MMAC 
RUSH TICKETS »2 
BGSU Student! onry - I aSatll Nov. 2 al 
7:46 pm m Kobackar Lobby Have vaH 
BGSU 10 and $2 ready 
■HOW EM ALL WHO'S ft ON SATUROAY. 
WE KNOW YOU CAN DO ITI GET PBYCHEDI 
LOVTYOURMCOACHaS 
ZEBES Get ready to gat WM and wid at our 
Beth and  Shower  party Saturday   Remem- 
ber. BARE AS YOU DARE"! 
Lore, your Lit 
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
02 VOLLEYBALL Tt»stJI»as»NT 
raOVERNMENT HOMES trom (1 
(Urepekl. Ako delnquant lax property Cert I- 
600-887-8000 Ext OH-BS4S tor rtxxnstaon 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
Speneared by DoRa Zees 
Navambai 2, IMt 
SS ML at a» Baa. Center 
the DZ hawea 17MU7 
PREGNANT? rJCJNCERNS? Free pregnancy 
ktat. Ooktctve Mo. Cat NOW. 364HOPE 
(4873). Houra M-Th 12-Sp.m.; T.W 10a.m.- 
2pm ; Sal. 12-2p.m 
TheBookMop 
We are ham to eerve you" 
• Dtect Sale corraca • OMAT • ORE • LSAT 
1082 N. M«W 36S-SS77 
Aaktnaon Ladatt ol BGSU. I muet heve lost my 
head beceuee auddervy there's no trace ol my 
gksYiand maietaul rarjaKxtmenls oa* Trad at 
362-6815 
JANWaSCHMECR 
CCIttGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW JOB 
WITH TOLEDO EDBON WE'RE SURE YOU'LL 
LIGHT UP THE PR OFFICEI 
LOVE, YOUR KKQ SISTERS 
TH8 BARRY M FAW HOPES 
TO MEET YOU SOON! 
—Jasl MARTUCCtO— 
Looking kxward to • Islet.Hi esskend to- 
gatier! (Hope yrxi remembered to bring aomo J 
« J) And rd Bt> to ntrnJnd you how very apaoH 
you are to mat I love you babe' 
       Linda R 
KATHRYNMILER   ■ 
You're eerrtBcl rm ao exceed to have you tor my 
BWBvouev»»7tdoulwrcyourbBor77 
Kaets     Today la she day you torn 21. 
ao gat ready to party and have some ton. 
Wei swsa TeouBa. the Brajm and Yukon Jack 
and they-l be aura to make you 
yack. yeok. yeckl 
So bat don't pats out - whatever you do, 
or the cage wB ba ready, wad Trn 
a sak ig tor you! 
Low Ya — LOUSM. Jean Jeen the onrtunrj 
rrrachlne, FaaL Paanu- Butter I Vodka Woman 
KeBy Rakee 
I LOVE YOUII 
M»J 
KM KRUSE. DOUB BERGER, TM CRAK) 
BONJOUR. HOW AM YOU DOING? I MISS 
YOU QUYSI TAKE CARE ANO GO TO WEN- 
DY'S FOR ME' 
JEFF 
KM 
aa rattan ae we love youl 
Wa awl wan to be kickarl la wHh reel 
*»»»» *■»'»■ 
See OSU n. krwa Slate 
> you can't be at Papa Joa'a. 
watch lha game at Its Brathaua, 
on our 7 toot screen 
Saturday. Nov 2 - Brathaua  
KURT ANO BTEVE. ' 
MAKE BUM YOU COVER YOUR NICKS UP 
ON HALLOWEEN CUT YOUR LADY  VAM- 
PBeM AM HUNOBYH  
Lambda cms. 
Tomorrow's lha bkj day. Gat payched tor the 
Daks Zata VoatybaJ Toumarnanlt 
Love. Your coachea, 
Pal, Jane, and Dana 
LEE, 
I   LOVE   YOU   MOPE   THAN   ANYTHING 
YOU'RE THE BEST 
LOVE, CHRIS 
Urea Duck: rm looking forward  to a great 
weekend with you, eapoclaBy at lha ZBT party. 
PS Oh boy, oh boy, oh boy!  
LITTLE KM EMERSON 
You're the best ROs around, 
We've had eo much ton going uptown. 
SooptY. dancing, having a bleat. 
Ue together, these memortee wB loot 
Taking lor houra, attylng up tote, 
Chowrtg on pan.' gwHng some weight''! 
Date partsta, sMerhoooa, rrktndarapa ao true, 
Jumping m tront ot the photomen 
B) moat fun wrth youl 
n never target Bat great Bmaa we've snared 
I hope youl reette how much I've cared 
No one could ask tor a better 
Mendahlp than you. 
My eater torever.  I LOVE YOUI 
XI Love, Nancy 
PI KAPPA PH - "HAPPY HOURS" 
TONMHT AT MAW ST. BAR 
HeXPUSaWPORTPJJJtJL  
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 
DZ VOLLEYBALL TOURNAItaHT 
LMT'MCAT-OMAT-ORE 
NTE- CPA REVIEWNCLEX 
STANLEY KAPLAN EO. CENTER 
NO. 1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
 HltHSWTBi TOLEDO  
MAES PAUL BROWN. 
MY - QOOD LUCK ON YOUR SAB CASEI 
YOU'RE COCKY, BUT YOU'RE OOOO. IF YOU 
NEED HELP. CALL. OR JUST CALL. 
KBJJBt 
MARK. 
YOU'RE    THE    BEST    SOCCER    TRAINER 
EVER—    WE    COULDN'T    FC*»QET    OUR 
"SHARP DRESSED MAN"! 
LOVE. HUGS. • KISSES! 
 JBJ-. JACtUE, KAHEN A TWA 
Maaraa CtMan. 
rm ao happy to have you aa my anal Welcome 
to ale larrey I look torward to many happy 
arnee wrth you 
Lota of Love, 
Ma* MALL kWORTS 1 OtFTB 
118 8. MAIN 
NEWLY ARRIVED BEAD NECKLACES. 
(BRACELETS EXOUBISTE GIFTS IN BRASS 
COPPER. CWNA, WOOD. OPEN TKL 
BOO PM FPaDAYS 20* OCSCOUNT WTTH 
B.O.8.U. O THS WEEKEND ONLY 
COME YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED 
Mom 1 Dad BGSU SweeterHrta 
Jeans N THnge 631 RMga SI. 
ONCE YOU'RE LOCKED BtTO KAPPA KAPPA 
QAMMA - YOU'LL NEVER WANT OUTI 
   IOCK4NI LOCK-MI LOCK-INI 
Const* atattona on your CHUB CLUB Pinning 
lo JANA BOY8EN. IB IT A WHOLE CARAT OR 
a heart CeaM ba BO's blggeet wedding In 
Masanr. What cute ohatokan the both et tea 
wM heve. Wa bat you're "epstttn" a big 
chub ktat tMnkkl about Ola proepectt al 
taJdria e» JANAII 
Beet ot Luck. Chub CLUB 
PM Tea V-BaK Team: 
Get peyohed as bump, eat, end spate. 
rDZ 
PI KAPP8 - CONGRATS ON A SUCCESSFUL 
PUSH. WEEK. Y»>PEE 8KPPEE" 
LOVE. JLO MOM  
PRETTY G«L- 
-LkVJtMBrrEO, LBaSPaTJUD PASSION 
PAprrr 
LETS MAKE IT EVEN BETTER 
THAN THE PRST TB*E 
I LOVE YOU 
-SNEAKER (SMS.) 
BtOMA PHI EPSK.ON 
HAUNTED HOUSE 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER t 
•Her A E. (Gorner) 
Taxed to my atoatr al Harvard atMy? YtxTm 
so»ar»loarjuy!Hrfvearjoodbustrlp. meetya 
rnAepanl 
The war conenuaa, 
  Your tavorXe AXO 
ePfCLAL ON CARNATIONS 
2.B4 A DOZEN 
FLORAL OareWeALt ay Oregery Bootte 
 «• t Winlii StMIAS 
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by Greg Klerkx 
and Shelly Trusty 
Friday reporters 
Pizza. Surely one of the won- 
ders of the culinary world, this 
pie-like pasta has it all: taste, 
nutrition, economy and fun. 
But not all pizza is good, as the 
staff of Friday discovered the 
hard way during an impromptu 
survey of some of Bowling 
Green's favorite pizza pur- 
veyors. 
The plot was simple: order a 
small, deluxe-item 'zza from 
every pizza place in town that 
delivered (we used the Yellow 
Pages as a guide) then eat and 
eat and... 
Our rating criterion was based 
on taste, appearance and speed 
of delivery. We rated each pizza 
on a scale from 1 to 10. the 
highest possible rating being a 
10 (the highest overall score was 
an I.) 
So here are the results, from 
the best to the worst. Also in- 
cluded are some comments, 
both good and bad, from our 
critics. Keep in mind that none 
of our critics are actually pro- 
fessional gormands - but then 
again, neither are you. 
PISANELLO'S, am N. Main 
St. Rating: 8. 
The case for reaching hungry 
people in a hurry. Pisanello's 
was not only the first to arrive 
but also received the highest 
overall rating from our es- 
teemed (and, at the time, rave- 
* A Pizza Review * 
Friday salutes the world's most perfect food 
nous) critics. 
But speed was only part of the 
story. Pisanello's rated high in 
nearly every category, receiv- 
ing special praise for appear- 
ance and evenness of toppings. 
The only drawback was a scar- 
city of cheese in some cases, but 
overall this was a minor flaw. As 
one critic put it, "Awesome, 
food of the gods. It's the greatest 
thing since Lite beer and the 
microwave oven." Amen. 
DOMINO'S, 1616 E. Wooster 
St Rating: 7. 
A close second in the taste 
category, mainly due to gener- 
ous helpings of toppings, "ev- 
erything but the kitchen sink 
and lots of it," as one reviewer 
stated. 
Negative comments men- 
tioned a tough crust and lack of 
sauce. Comments: "Good stuff 
Maynard! Lots of toppings and 
great taste. Gotta' love it/7 
"Dough is generic and taste- 
less. Very, ah, cheesy." 
ROCKY   ROCOCO,   176   E. 
Wooster St. Rating: 7. 
A strong showing from the 
Pizza's past vague 
by John Dimming* 
Friday reporter 
This is the story of one report- 
er's relentless search for the 
true m*mning of pizza... 
I was hungry after dinner. 
That macaroni and cheese 
didn't hold my appetite until 
bedtime. I knew what I needed. I 
picked up the phone and called 
out for a large mushroom and 
sausage pizza. As I ate, I re- 
membered the words of my edi- 
tor: "Find me the meaning of 
pizza, kid." I began to look over 
the books I checked out from the 
library on western world foods. 
(Mmmm ... this pizza is 
really good.) Let's see ... Ital- 
ian cookery. According to the 
World Encylopedia of Food, 
pizza originated in Naples, Italy, 
but regional varieties abound In 
Italy. (The mushrooms really 
add to this thing, va' know?) 
There seemed to be 
reference to 
no other 
where this food 
originated, much less how it got 
to this country. I tried another 
source. 
(Another bite... the cheese is 
really great) "Pizza - see Ital- 
ian Cookery." Great another 
reference to cooking. As I bit 
Into another slice, I pondered 
whether pizza had a history or 
Frustrated, I decided to head 
back to the library to check 
otter sources. Looking through 
nearly every copy of the Read- 
er's Guide to Periodical Litera- 
ture, I hunted for stories on 
-Dalian foods and pizza. Every 
reference seemed to point to 
some other area. Only a few 
more possibilities remained. 
The next day I called my Pop 
Culture professor to see if he 
might know someone I could 
talk to about pizza. "I have no 
idea where you could look," be 
said. "I can ask around for you, 
though I won't make any prom- 
ises. 
Terrific ... lust what I 
needed. I decided to order an- 
other pizza for dinner and con- 
template the problem. 
In a last-ditch attempt, I tried 
to contact the Reader's Digest 
College Resource Program. 
According to a trusted source, 
the program would be able to 
answer any Inquiry about most 
every topic. 
"You have reached the Read- 
er's Digest College Resource 
Program. We are unable to an- 
swer your call at this time. 
Please leave your name, phone 
number, and a brief message if 
you'd like. We'll return your call 
as soon as possible." 
Feeling ill, I ordered my final 
pizza and decided to try one last 
place. When the girl took my 
order, I asked if there might be 
someone there who could tell me 
about the history of pizza. 
"We Just make it here," she 
said'Try the library." 
When the pizza arrived, I sat 
down and pondered it's origins. 
Suddenly, it struck me that the 
answer to my search was right 
under my nose. Whether it came 
to America from Naples or the 
South Pole didn't matter. Pizza 
is hare to stay ... sit back and 
enjoy. 
new kid on the block. They must 
have known what we were doing 
because they were lightning-fast 
with the delivery. But, alas, with 
speed comes sacrifice. Many of 
our critics commented on the 
fact that the dough seemed un- 
cooked and attributed this flaw 
to overzealous delivery. 
But in the long run, the com- 
ments were (mostly) positive: 
"Thick, cheesy, goobs of stuff - 
it's good!" 
"Massive toppings, sausage 
qualifies as steak but gross gob 
of raw dough. Instant nausea, 
ruins effect. Sauce non-exis- 
tant." 
MYLE'S, 516 E. Wooster St. 
Rating: 6. 
Mixed reviews for one of 
Bowling Green's most estab- 
lished pizza joints. Many critics 
Save Myles the thumbs-down 
ue to the pizza's greasy appear- 
ance, using such clever descrip- 
tions as "messy-looking" and 
"bleah" to describe their feel- 
ings. 
More positive remarks in- 
cluded kudos for cheese and 
toppings. Comments: "Greasy 
and sloppy, the way pizza should 
be. I love it!" 
"Cheese qualifies as styro- 
foam, toppings hiding under- 
neath and small in numbers. 
Need a chainsaw for crust." 
LITTLE CAESAR'S, 112 Mercer 
Rd. Ratine: S 
The dollar delivery charge 
didn't set well with our critics. 
Beyond that, Little Caesar's got 
mixed reviews, with comments 
ranging   from   "kindergarten 
Elzza - no spice" to "hey, not 
ad." 
The taste and amount of top- 
pings were decent but many 
thought that sauce and cheese 
were a bit lacking. Comments: 
"Mild-mannered pizza. No won- 
der you need two/' 
MARK'S, 532 E. Wooster St 
Rating: 5. 
Slow delivery (almost 45 min- 
utes) killed a higher rating for 
Mark's, and the general consen- 
sus of our reviewing team was 
"If you wanna' wait, it's worth 
an eight" 
Mark's is an onion-lovers de- 
light, spicy and sweet, and got 
high "marks" for cheese and 
sauce. Comments: "A work of 
culinary art. Well-mixed flavors 
- why does it always take so 
longr 
PIZZA BROTHERS, 836 S. Main 
St. Rating: 5. 
The "Zza" Brothers scored a 
very average mark and the 
overall consensus was that it 
was a very average pizza. Lack 
of toppings and sauce seemed to 
be the major problem here, and 
one critic even got personal 
enough to say the pizza was 
"unassertive." Comments: 
"Not good separation of flavors. 
Kind of bland, dull." 
"Kind of flat, crust too thin 
and soggy." 
J.T.'S, 405 Thurstin Ave. Rat- 
ine: 5. Quick delivery and the cheap- 
est price in our survey made up 
for a general lack of substance; 
one reviewer thought that it 
tasted somewhat like "high- 
class frozen 'zza." 
Not bad for a convenience 
store, though. Com- 
ments: "Tangy sauce, nice 
Photo Illustration/Jim Sakola 
stringy mozzarella. Cute hat 
(fashion comment on delivery 
guy)." 
"Crust rather hard. Cheese is 
nauseating. It stinks." 
PAGUArS, 945 S. Main St. Rat- 
ing: 3. 
Poor Pagliai's got slammed in 
every direction by our merciless 
review crew. Sub-standard 
scores on taste and amount of 
toppings were the real killers 
here, along with a crust that was 
described a number of times as 
"paper thin." 
To be fair, the price was pre- 
tty good (in the medium range) 
and delivery was relatively 
prompt. Comments: "Howaver- 
age can we get? Or should I say 
paper pizza? Eck." 
"Crust is gross - cardboard 
action here, very average 'zza." 
PUFFS, 440 E. Court St Rat- 
ine: 3. 
Puffs inspired a surge of cre- 
ativity in the reviewing staff, 
particularly in regard to the 
pizza's mangled appearance 
upon arrival. Not only was it the 
most unanimously hated pizza in 
the survey, it was also the most 
expensive. 
The descriptions were seem- 
ingly endless: "Pizza from hell; 
the world's ugliest pizza." 
"Tastes like dirty lettuce." 
"A car accident on dough. 
Bloody revolting." 
"Appears as if it exploded on 
the way over." 
"If looks don't kill the taste 
will." 
Wine and pizza perfect match 
Vintages add touch of class 
by Carl Buergler 
Friday reporter 
You've got a big date, but 
you don't nave a lot of money 
to spend. But you don't want 
to seem cheap, so you'll have 
to be creative. The answer? 
... PIZZA! But that's not 
very classy, is it? Not nec- 
essarily. One way to dress up 
ordinary pizza is to serve it 
with a nice wine. 
There are many wines that 
go well with pizza, and many 
don't cost an arm and a leg. 
And any wine is guaranteed 
to add to the ambiance of a 
pepperoni and double-cheese 
special from the local risto- 
note. 
There are several things to 
look for when selecting a wine 
to go with pizza, according to 
Scott Sherk, professional 
wine buyer for the Aspen 
Wine Shop. Sherk is president 
of the Northwest Ohio chapter 
of Lee Amis du Vin (friends of 
wine), a wine appreciation 
society. He also serves clients 
throughout Northwest Ohio 
and other areas, and has de- 
veloped a list of 130-plus 
wines for Aspen restaurant. 
"One of the most difficult 
things to get people to under- 
stand is that wine can be 
enjoyed with hamburgers (or 
pizza) as well as with filet 
mignon," Sherk said. 
Sherk advised students not 
to spend a lot for a wine to 
drink with pizza, because the 
spiciness of the food will over- 
power the subtle nuances of 
the wine anyway. Those "sub- 
tle nuances" are what make 
expensive wines cost so much 
in the first place, Sherk said. 
He added that it should be a 
rather simple, strong wine to 
be able to stand up to the 
pizza. 
Sherk reccomends these 
under-$5 wines as suitable to 
enjoy with your favorite 
pizza: 
Red Wines - Picclnl Chianti 
Classico 
CaratelU Chianti Classico 
J.   Pendroncelli   Sonoma 
Red 
White Wines- 
Cribari Zinfandel 
Round Hill Zinfandel 
Rheingau Riesling 
Avia Riesling 
Rose' - Mondavi Rose' 
Sparkling- Alfred Roths- 
child Blanc de Blanc* 
Of course, if your idea of a 
fine wine is Canei, then yes, 
you can. And of course, 
there's always that tried and 
true pizza beverage, beer. 
But if you're open to trying 
new things and want to add a 
classy touch to an evening's 
'zza, then why not try one of 
these wines. Bon Appetit! 
Friday/Dave Kltasryn 
Scott Sherk.  professional  wine  buyer for the Aspen   Wine  Shop 
displays some of the more than 130 wines In stock at Aspen. 
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On the road with the 'pizza man' 
by Wendy Davy 
reporter 
Friday/Dave Kielmeyer 
Paul Bunce, a delivery driver 
for Plsanello's, tosses a pizza-to- 
be while waiting for a delivery 
run. When not delivering, Bunce 
helps out by answering phones 
and doing other odd jobs. 
Going through college without 
ever ordering a pizza is like 
never pulling an all-nighter. But 
although ordering out for pizza 
is a big slice of college life, few 
students think about the people 
who deliver the tempting treat. 
It's a very busy Saturday 
night in the back of Pisanello's 
Pizza. So busy, in fact, that the 
phones had to be taken off the 
hook because the orders could 
not be filled fast enough. Coming 
back from a pizza run, Paul 
Bunce goes straight to a table 
and starts to stretch and twirl 
some dough while waiting for 
more pizzas to be ready for 
delivery. 
Paul Bunce is one of Pisanel- 
lo's commissioned drivers who 
tries to bring the product to the 
customers as quickly as possi- 
ble. Working six nights a week, 
be puts in about 55 to 60 hours. 
Originally from Alpena, MI., 
Bunce came to Bowling Green 
about four years ago after some 
dissatisfaction with his job as 
manager of a Burger King res- 
taurant. 
"I needed a job from where I 
was coming from," he said. 
Bunce started out at Pisanello's 
as a swing driver. Usually he 
would do whatever needed to be 
done around the restaurant, 
making deliveries once in a 
while. The following year, 
Bunce was made store manager 
but did not like it. He then be- 
came a commissioned driver. 
"I prefer this (delivering) to 
working inside," said Bunce. "I 
see a lot of people. It has its 
rewards. Sometimes the 
weather makes it unbearable 
and you get customers who don't 
ate what you're   going 
o's up?" calls out Hob 
Zephier, the manager in charge 
of sending out the deliveries 
tonight. 
Walking towards Zephier, 
Bunce answers "I am." He 
takes out a wallet as Zephier 
rings up the orders on the regis- 
ter. Before be goes on a run, the 
driver pays the manager for the 
orders. He Is then reimbursed 
by the customers when he 
makes the deUveries. 
Alter paying Zephier, Bunce 
runs outside to his car and 
places the pizzas in the hot bos 
located behind the passenger 
Qfiot 
Zipping down the street, 
Bunce knows exactly where he's 
going. Muttering the address to 
himself, he reaches the first stop 
in a few minutes. It's hard to 
believe that, at one time, he was 
unfamiliar with the Bowling 
Green area. 
"I started out very shaky, as 
every driver does," he said. All 
drivers are provided with a map 
book that contains street names, 
addresses and apartment build- 
ing layouts. 
'"Time is a real big factor 
inthe delivery business, Bunce 
said. "Some people don't realize 
how important it is to be at a 
certain place at a certain time." 
According to Bunce, it only 
takes about six minutes for a 
pizza to be in and out of the oven. 
The reason why delivery may 
take long is sometimes due to 
the customers. 
"When we say, Til be In the 
lobby in two minutes,' we mean 
two minutes," Bunce said. 
"If customers were more re- 
spectful, it would increase deliv- 
ery tremendously." Bunce 
Friday/Dave Kielmeyer 
Bunce takes a pizza from the "hot box," a specially-designed compartment located In the delivery vehicle that 
keeps pizzas warm during their trip to customers. 
added that when the first stop is 
delayed, the rest of the deliv- 
eries for the run are delayed. 
Bunce pulls up to the first stop 
and carries the pizza up to the 
bouse. The customer was ready 
with the money - and a tip. 
"That's a doozy!" says Bunce 
referring to the generous tip. "I 
don't get that very often." 
"We're what you would call a 
waitress," said Bunce. "We pro- 
vide you with a service and if 
you're happy with that service, 
you should let the drivers 
know." 
As a commissioned driver, 
Bunce gets sub-minimum wage 
and 10% of all deUveries he 
makes. He uses his own car and 
pays for gas ($1500 to $2000 a 
year) and maintenance. 
"It's not that we're greedy," 
Bunce said. "We don't really 
care how much you tip the 
driver. A quarter to the cus- 
tomer is no big deal, but to us, 
it's good collectively because it 
helps buy gas. 
"It's expensive using your car 
for business. We spend a lot of 
money on our cars," he said. A 
lot of time and heartache is put 
into the vehicles, too. 
"Delivery men are probably 
the best drivers around," he 
continued. "We don't want to 
have to speed. It's a Catch 22; 
people ask 'Where's my pizza?' 
then they ask 'Why are you 
driving so fast?'" 
The run is completed. Because 
the order of delivery is deter- 
mined on a first come, first 
serve basis, be helps out by 
folding pizza boxes, answering 
the phone, and doing other odd jobs while he waits, when it's his 
turn to make a run, he brushes 
the flour off his arms and shirt, 
pays Zephier, and is out on the 
road again. 
♦ %*> J-T-'S PIZZA 
li*     CARRY OUT 
«> Pizza for Penny Pinchers ♦ 
t ♦ 
10" cheese       only 
14" cheese      only 
16" cheese      only 
12" French Bread Pizza 
Pick up only 
405 Thurstin 352-5475   * 
$1.75 
$2.75 
$3.75 
$1.75 
♦ 
♦ ♦ 
♦ 
VATAN'S LOCKER ROOM 
3 DAYS ONLY 
70% OFF 
EVERYTHING IN STORE! 
DOORS WILL BE CLOSED 
SATURDAY AT 5:00 
Your chance to see the Broadway show!!! 
DREAMGIRLS 
December 8* at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium 
INTERESTED?? You must submit a 1-2 page, 
typed essay explaining how and why you feel you 
would benefit from the experience. Turn in your 
essay to the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program office, 
108 Shatzel Hall, by November 12. Students 
selected will be notified by Tuesday, December 3. 
Transportation and a ticket to the show will be 
provided to those selected. 
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Delicious and | Not enough dough to go around 
nutritious too 
by Tracay Baldorf 
Friday reporter 
It's ironic how pizzs seems 
to pop onto everyone's list of 
junk food, when, in truth, 
piiza is nutritious. 
According to a recent re- 
port by the American Council 
on Science and Health 
(Forbes magazine, May 20 
1965), pizza is actually one of 
the best all-around foods in 
terms of nutritional value. 
Pizaa contains substantial 
amounts of crucial vitamins 
and minerals. 
Of the eight most important 
nutrients (usually listed on 
nutrition labels), Vitamin C is 
the only one in short supply. 
Following is a breakdown of 
some of the nutrients in pizza 
and where they are found: 
BREAKDOWN 
•protein - crust, cheese, 
pepperomVsa usage/ham 
• calcium - cheese 
• vitamin A - cheese, red- 
/green peppers 
• vitamin B - crust, pepper- 
oni/sausage/ham 
• riboflavin - crust, cheese, 
pepperon/sausage/ham 
• niacin  - crust,  cheese, 
/sausage/ham 
-   crust,   pepper- 
oni/sausage/ham, red/green 
peppers 
• vitamin C -tomato sauce, 
red/green peppers 
To increase the supply of 
Vitamin C, many parlors of- 
fer toppings such as pin sap- 
pie and orange slices. 
Pizza needn't be | 
One slice off 
is about ISO < 
all the 
doesn't exceed! 
ories. Other types of 
may contain more caior  
• A plain whole ptaa (ap- 
proximately six slices) con- 
tains about 821 calories 
• pepperoni pizza: MS cal- 
ories 
• mushroom pizza: 138 cal- 
ories 
• sausage pizza: 1103 cal- 
ories 
• vegetable combination 
pizza: 871 calories 
• vegetable combination 
w/sausage: 1012 calories. 
The only shortcoming of 
pizza is that It contains con- 
siderable amounts of sodium 
which is a major cause of 
high blood pressure. 
... Boy - 1 wish they'd do 
similiar studies of M & Ms, 
cookies and Twinkies ... 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
Bowline Green has 13 places 
on and off campus to Indulge in 
eating pizza-a lucky number 
for consumers but tough on the 
businesses competingtor a slice 
of the college market. 
Jerry lias, owner of Pisanel- 
lo's Pizza, has been in the B.G. 
pizza market for 21 years. He 
says students can expect tough 
to keep prices down tills year 
unless overhead costs rise dra- 
matically. 
A marketing survey he con- 
ducted suggests Bowling 
Green's 40.000 residents and stu- 
dents should to be able to accom- 
modate only 8 or 9 businesses. 
But Bowling Green has 13 
businesses vying for students' 
money, including Zza's and The 
Pizza Outlet on campus. 
"The market is saturated," 
Lisa said. 
Although increased atten- 
dance at this year's football 
games has benefitted all the 
restaurants in Bowling Green, 
Uss said tough competition 
among pizza owners will begin 
during the winter when sales 
usually decrease. 
"I EXPECT one or two busi- 
nesses not to survive," he said. 
While competition may bene- 
fit shop owners, consumers are 
the primary beneficiaries of 
competition. 
"It (competition) is healthy 
for us and it's good for the con- 
sumer. They get the best price 
when there is competition," be 
said, and competition is a distin- 
guishing trait of this market. 
Another factor is the impor- 
tance of the students, which 
makes the market especially 
difficult, according to liss. The 
University generates about SO 
percent of all pizza sales in 
Bowling Green. 
"The problem with business in 
Bowling Green is not making a 
profit while the (University) stu- 
dents are here, but when the 
students leave for the summer," 
be said. And despite his busi- 
ness' relatively low overhead, 
"we do not make a profit during 
the summer." 
This fluctuation has taken its 
toll on pizza owners in the past. 
In his two decades of selling 
pizza, Liss said he's seen a dozen 
competitors go out of business. 
Yet another factor is profit 
margin. While pizzarias outside 
Bowling Green may have a 20 to 
30 percent profit margin, liss 
said that that is not possible in 
Bowling Green because the stu- 
dents beta) set lower prices. Shop 
owners here usually earn a 5 
percent to 7 percent profit on 
their sales. 
LISS SAID the independent 
pizzarias have an advantage in 
this market over the chains. 
Although pizzaria chains in 
urban areas benefit from their 
name, independents with a good 
product can count on the word 
getting around Bowling Green, 
he said. Independents also bene- 
fit from being able to adjust to 
their markets faster. 
"An independent can respond 
to the changes more rapidly," 
with new products and price 
specials, he said. Chains have to 
go through corporate channels. 
Hie success of independents is 
marked by the popularity of 
Pisanello's, Mark's and Myle's 
with college students and Pag- 
liai's with residents, he said. 
SCCI offers helpful pizza listing 
by Scan McCoy 
Friday reporter 
Pizza lovers rejoice. The Stu- 
dent Consumer Union (SCU) has 
compiled a comprehensize list- 
ing of 11 area pizza joints for you 
to post next to your greasy 
phone. 
The tasting, simply titled 
"Pizza Survey," includes parlor 
names, phone numbers, pizza 
prices by size and number of 
Items and the cost of delivery. 
"Our survey purpose is to 
provide objective, basic insights 
tor student convienience," said 
Jason Gray chairman of SCU." 
Gray said that, for the money, 
Little Caesars offers the most 
pizza for the money with their 
ongoing "two-for-one" promo- 
tion. 
Hie most expensive pizzas are 
at Pizza Hut, which is one of the 
only two parlors that does not 
offer free delivery. (Little Cae- 
sars has a $1 charge for all 
deliveries.) 
"Pisanello's also offers a two- 
for-one deal," Gray said, "but 
you get the next smaller size 
down on the second pizza and 
you must pick it up in person." 
The survey listing is available 
outside the SCU office. The of- 
fice is located in the basement of 
Moseley Hall next to the Off- 
Campus Commuter lounge. 
Gray commented on the bar- 
rage of local pizza joints, "I 
don't see the need for any more 
pizza places in Bowling Green," 
Elect First Ward Council 
JAMES P. DAVIDSON tffl* 
• Committed to Fair Treatment 
of All Citizens 
• Taught at BGSU for 14 years 
in College of Education 
• Safety in Rental Housing 
• Improved Student Community Relations 
VOTE TUES., NOV. 5 - 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. 
PAID FOR BY DAVIDSON FOR FIRST WARD COMMITTEE: HELEN B. CULP -209E. EVERS STREET, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
JAMES P. DAVIDSON 
DEMOCRAT 
STEREO SALE'S;; 
IT'S A SPECIAL HI-FI EVENT FEATURING NAME BRANDS AT SPECIAL PRICES 
PRESENTED BY HART AUDIO FROM LIMA WITH AUDIOWORK.      BANK CARDS WELCOME,   FINANCING IS AVAILABLE 
CASSETT DECK CLEANER 
$5.99 
N0RTf»ICSQM202 
DEI4AGETEER $19.95 
VAP. RECORD SLEEVES 
^^ THEUlTlttTE 
^H REOOHDSLEEVE 
^ $1.99.owe 
COMPLETE DtSCKET ' 
(KCWCARE $19.95 
CARTRIDGES 
BRNG YOUR TURNTABLE.     WELL NSTMJ. 
$24.95 
ME75P 
$19.95 TAPE nuMAJBiwerBC 
Panasonic 
$36.95 
PERSONAL 
AM/FM 
CASSETTE 
WITH 
HEADPHONES 
Symphonic 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
CO-100 
rULYPKJGRAMMABLE 
REPEAT, SHPI SEARCH $199.95 
CAR STEREO 
$179 
CX-WEOOTAl/AUTO REVERSE 
CAR 355 DIGITAL'AUTO ■■ $139.95 
CP-1007 
TURNTABLE 
BELTDRWE 
SEMI-AUTO 
imFSOATCN 
$89.95 
(U)PIONfEEfT 
CAR SPEAKERS 
TS4905 
80 3 WAY $89.95 
AM/FM DIGITAL RECEIVER 
_  ^BT 
» ij_jjHSBli!!_i!__i£ 
SR-440 
30 WATTS 
3 YEAR WARRANTY $149.95 
EQUALIZER 
MODE 10 
10BANO STEREO 
CONTROLS 
5 YEAR WARRANTY $169.95 
SPEAKERS 
LWS-3000 
3 WAY 
12" BASS   $4QQ5 
40104775 *iS 
jamo 
P120T 
90 WATTS 
DAMSH 
DESIGN 
$89.95 
UCM 
AUDIO WORKS 
SERVICE SPECIAL 
TURNTABLES 
$14.95 CLEAN. ADJUST 
CASSETTE DECKS      &CALBRATE 
CLEAN, DEMAGNETIZER 
$19.95 ALAIGN HEADS 
CASSETTE DECKS 
SO-240 DOLBY 
M,S0FTT0UCH $Hg.95 
S SCOTT 
$149.95 
"   THE HIGH END 
SEE A RJU SELECTION 
FROM THESE COMPANES 
CARVER 
GENESIS 
Sc*nlifK Audio Electronics. Inc 
ITS THE OEM OF THE CROP 
TRADE-INS WELCOME, USED EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE, MANY MORE ITEMS NOT SHOWN! : 
Hart Audio 
THE COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 
FRI. & SAT. ONLY 10:00 a.m. • 9:00 p.m. 
248 S. MAIN 
352-3595  
Audio Works 
ELECTRONIC SERVICE AND REPAIR 

fVERYDAY LOW PRICES! 
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
•BEER & WINE 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•RECORDS and CASSETTES 
m 
DISCOUNT 
902 E.WOOSTW - Neit 10 1.0 i   PHONE 352 3951 
StRVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 75  YEARS 
OPIN MON r»«u muey 9 to 9      FBI&SAI9IO      SUNOAY 10106 
Campus Manor Apts. 
ONE OF THE FINEST APARTMENT 
COMPLEXES IN B.6. 
• 2 bedroom units 
• Rent includes heat, air 
conditioning, water and TV cable 
Our office is located in B Building, 
Clough Street 352-9302 
win mm 
The 
Hutch 
tots 1 Supplies 
IMMbw4Mn«|t*d) 
\ 
Approx. 150 fish tanks, fresh and saltwa- 
ter. Small animals - gerblls, hamsters, mice, 
guinea pigs, etc. 
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc. 
Sign up for the 
Big Christmas Raffle. 
Win a 30 gallon 
aquarium aetup and 
other prizes. 
352-8459 
EEUM 
OPEN: 
Mon.Thun. 6"am-9pm 
Fri. oVn-lOpm 
S*. 7an-10pm 
Sur\.8am-9pm 
an i MMB 
" [Gn>.Ohto 
Every 
Wednesday all you 
can eat perch $34* 
All you can eat salad bar 
and desert buffet   $1" EXTRA 
Half rack of Ribs $5" 
Includes all you can eat 
salad bar and dessert buffet. 
| 
(TUI I 
I" 
I 
r. 
BOO 
• CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH IMON) 
IES8NI     AUTO     RACINO (MON) 
*Wm MOTOCnOS* (WED) 
(UrtC) MOVIE If HI) 
•:10 
nt*a MOVC (MON) 
5:20 
(TMCI MOV* (TMU) 
B 30 
■ 700 CLUB 
fjIMIAKIfR 
SO JIMMY SWAOOART 
IIBTNI      MOPiSe      RACING 
WffKLVIFRII 
BOO 
I THIS IS THE LIFF IfHtl 
| PlEBOf (MON) 
fAITM     fOH      TOOAV 
ifun 
(NElOHBORHOOO (WED) 
A SETTER WAV (TMU) 
PATCHES   AND   ROCK- 
ETS IWED, FRO 
SJJ    THREE     CHEERS     FOH 
Lift IMON) 
iONE ON ONE (TUE) 
ALL THINGS NEW (THU) 
NEWS 
(ESfW SRORTBCf NTIH 
fTMO MOVIE IWED) 
830 
• CSS   EARLY   MORNING 
NEWS 
■) SB  20  MINUTE  WORK- 
OUT 
| NBC NEWS 
ABC'S   WORLD   NEWS 
THIS MORNINOCp 
tfi FARM DAY 
(ISFNI SREEDWEEK IfRI) 
(ESRN)   SRORTSLOOK   (TUE- 
TMU) 
8 46 
(f ARM REPORT 
AM   WEATHER 
7 00 
O      Bar      CBS      MORNING 
NEWS 
|TODAY 
QOOO        MORNING 
AMERICA IFRI) 
S        GOOD       MORNING 
AMERICA Q (MON THU I 
"P f AT ALBERT 
| BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)       SPORTSCENTER 
ITUE-FRII 
(ESPN)      WORLO      CLASS 
WOMEN IMON) 
(TMC)   MOVIE    IMON.    TUf. 
TMU I 
7:80 
ID   GREAT   SPACE   COAST- 
ER 
OB  HOW  TO PLAV  TMC PI- 
ANO   DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS IFRI) 
SB  MAGtC  OF  WATIRCOL 
OHSIMON) 
• DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(TUEI 
IMOTONWCEK (WED) 
MAGtC   OF  OS.   PAINT- 
ING (TMU) 
(ESPN)   AEROBICS     BOOIES 
IN MOTION 
iTMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
IBM 
[FARM DAY 
ALVIN 
SESAME STREET (R) Q 
CSPNI AUTO RACING (TMU. 
fHI) 
IIBPNI      SPORTSCENTER 
IMON) 
dtPNl OOLF (TUII 
(ESPN)    TRACK    AND   FIELD 
IWED) 
(THa MOVSE (WEO) 
8:18 
■ *M   WEATHCR 
MO 
tFARM DAY 
FLINTSTONES 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE. TMU) 
8:46 
OjA.M   WEATHCR 
8:00 
Q OTJ HOUR MAGAZINE 
QOICK VANDYKE 
m JEOPARDY (fHI) 
OJ EVERY SECOND 
COUNTS (MON-THU) 
S DONAHUE 
m SESAME STREET |R) Q 
ffiBRADY BUNCH 
tJ MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(E8PNI     SPOHT8CENTER 
(TUE-FRI) 
rrwa MOVIE IMONJ 
8:30 
O  ABBOTT  AND  COSTEl- 
LO 
■ EVERY SECONO 
COUNTS IFRI) 
m      HEADLINE      CHASERS 
(MON  THU I 
I BEVERLY HLLBILLtES 
SECRET CITY 
(ESPN)      WORLO      CLASS 
WOMEN (FRI) 
(ESPN)     INSIDE     BASEBALL 
(TUI) 
(ESPN)   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
(WED) 
(CSPNI SPORTSLOOK (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
10:00 
1m S26.O00 PYRAMID 
HEADS AND TAILS 
SILVER SPOONS (R) 
SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
3-2-1 CONTACT IH)Q 
GR.LIGAN S ISLAND 
JOHNNY    MATHiS    IN 
CONCERT IFRI) 
m      VICTORY      GARDEN 
(MON) 
(SURVIVAL [TUEI 
MAGIC      SHUSH     Of 
GARY JENKINS IWED) 
f)      MECHANICAL      UNI 
V*R8*J(THUI 
(ESPN) PICA fULL CONTACT 
KARATE IR) WW 
!: 
IEBPN)   TRACK    AND   FIELD 
B5 REVIEW (MON) 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING TUE) 
(ESPN) HORSE SHOW JUMP- 
ING (THU) 
TMCI MOVIE (WED) 
10:18 
O FfllENDLV GIANT 
10:30 
0) OJ PRESS YOUR LUCK 
BMR DRCSSUP 
■ SALE Of THE CENTURY 
B HERE 8 LUCY 
m     READING      RAINBOW 
(MON. WED FRI) 
OJ   SCHOOL    BUS   SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
X MORNING BREAK 
SQUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (MON) 
OJ   MAGIC  Of   OB.   PAINT- 
ING (WEOI 
OJ      MECHANICAL       UNI 
VERSE (THU) 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. TMU) 
11*90 
O   OJ   U.S.   OPEN  TENNIS 
(FRI) 
OJ    OJ   PRICE    IS    RIGHT 
IMON-THU) 
i SESAME STREET 
WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ANOiC (R) 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
700CLUB 
DO IT YOURSELF SHOW 
(MON) 
(MOTORWEEK (TUf) 
MAGIC Of  WATERCOL- 
S8(WED) 
PET ACTION LINE (THU! 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (MON) 
11:08 
B EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE (FHI) 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
1130 
B SCRABBLE 
W ALL  STAR BLITZ 
ffi POWERHOUSE 
B      COOKING      MEXICAN 
(FRI) 
B     KATHY'S      KITCHEN 
(MON I 
B GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS ITUf) 
B JUSTIN WILSON S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN   (WED) 
B ALOHA CHINA (THUI 
(ESPN)      HORSE      RACINO 
WEEKLY (FRI) 
(TMCI MOVIE (FRI) 
11)00 
BBBNEWS 
fi MIDDAY 
A "VAN SHORE 
B  NATIONAL  GEOGRAPH 
1C (FRI| 
B SURVIVAL IMON) 
B SOUNDSTAOC (TUE) 
B NOVA (WED) 
B     EVENING      AT      POPS 
(TMU) 
BANDY GRIFFITH 
6 LATENIGHT AMERICA 
(ESPN)   AEROBICS:    SOOiCS 
IN MOTION 
(TMC) MOVIE (W1D) 
12  SO 
B  B   US    OPEN   TENNIS 
IFRI) 
B   B   YOUNG   AND   THE 
RESTLESS (MON  THUI 
B   SEARCH   FOH   TOMOR 
ROW 
» LOVING 
I LOVE LUCY 
CSPNI 8PEEDWEEK (FRI) 
(ESPN)      AUTO      RACINO 
(MON I 
CSPNI  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
(TUB) 
CSPNI BASEBALL (WEO) 
CSPNI     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (THUI 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUf. THU) 
12 36 
ITMCl MOVIE (MON) 
1:00 
OB MOVIE 
B DAYS Of OUR LIVES 
■ ALL MY CHILDREN 
B  B  *  WALK   THROUGH 
THE   20TM CENTURY WITH 
BILL MOVERS IFRII 
B     UNDER     SAN,     (MON. 
TUE) 
B    PAINTING    CERAMICS 
(WEO) 
B    SQUARE     FOOT     GAR- 
DENING (TMU) 
B     COMPUTER     CONFEF. 
INCC      AT      W1NGSPREAD 
(MON) 
B      MY      HEART.      YOUR 
HEART (TUf) 
I NOVA (WE D) 
BISHOP LUf R8   SWING 
CHOIR      INVITATIONAL 
(TMU) 
CSPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (HI (f Rl) 
CSPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (HI (THU) 
1:30 
B     B    *8     THE    WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THUl 
B    PAINTING     CERAMICS 
(MON. WEOI 
B 8CMO0L   8U8 SAFETY 
QUIZ (TUE) 
B MAGtC Of OR. PAINT. 
ING(THU) 
2:00 
B ANOTHER WORLO 
B ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
B MOVIE (MON-THU) 
B      EVENING      AT     POPS 
(MON) 
B   BEYOND  WAR   SPACE- 
BRIDGE ITUEI 
B   STING:   THt   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNDERCOV- 
ER OPERATIONS (WED) 
B SURVIVAL (THU) 
CSPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMC) MOVIE (WED. FHI) 
2:OH 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON) 
2:10 
IBCAPTTOL IMON-THU) 
MOV* (PHI) 
FLINTSTONES 
RIVER TOWN (PHI) 
CSPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(FRI) 
CSPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THU) 
(TMCI MOVC (TUE. TMU) 
MO 
B     B      GUIOINQ      LIGHT 
IMON-THU) 
B CORONATION STREET 
B SANTA BARBARA 
B Of Nf HAL HOSPITAL 
0 WOOOY WOOOPECKER 
B NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL IFRI) 
B      COOKING      MEXICAN 
(MON) 
B    SQUARE    FOOT    GAR 
08NINO (TUf) 
ALOHA CHINA (WED) 
COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
CSPNI  HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
INO (Wf D) 
1:30 
B  B   US    OPEN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (fHI) 
800 IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FK.M  FESTIVAL 
(TUE. WEOI 
B      PORKY      PIQ      ANO 
FRIENDS 
8 SECRET CITY 
4.00 
B   WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
IMON THUI 
B     CANADIAN      REFLEC- 
TIONS 
LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
HART TO HART 
FANTASTIC FUN  FESTI- 
VAL 
SAME STREET IR) 
8' 
I 
& VOLTRON.    DEFENDER 
Of THE UNIVERSE 
CSPN)     JULIUS     ERVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS (TUBI 
CSPNI HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING (WED) 
(TMCI  MOVIE   (MON.  WED- 
FRII 
4:30 
B DIVORCE COURT (MON 
TMU) 
JTRANZOR IFRI) 
THUNDERCATS    Q 
(MON-THU) 
CSPNI WORLO CUP SKIING 
(TUf) 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUf) 
BOO 
DO BENSON 
O VIDEO HITS 
B PEOPLE  SCOUR T 
B    HE-MAN     ANO     MAS- 
TERS Of THE UNIVERSE 
«B MtSTEfl HOOf RS (R) 
WHAT'S HAPPENINGII 
CSPNI SPEEOWEEK (PHI) 
8:30 
JEFFERSONB 
• NEWS 
THREE S COMPANY 
IM-A'S'H 
I READING RAINBOW 
I GOOD TIMES 
I ON THE MONEY (fHI) 
•ITS).      SVTfS      AND 
BUZZWORDS (MON) 
ION THf LINE (TUEI 
ART BEAT (WEOI 
TIME OUT (THUI 
(ESPN)      OUTDOOR      LIFE 
(MON. FRII 
IEBPN) FISHING (TUf) 
(ESPN)      MARK       SOSIN  S 
SALT     WATER      JOURNAL 
(TMU) 
.'TMCI MOV* (MON) 
 
xo ma whrtolM   careeu   mooaa 
■Mat g 
■ BENNY HSLL 
B TMHf E■ B COMPANY 
■BPN)    B4U    OANCf    OUT- 
8r00 
B B TMr&JOMT ZONE Two 
apuaaai • 12 iw» oM bee 
hopoa  AM   ha i   racim   •   hep. 
aopra   an   an   •■*".    through 
am panooa of bme aapwenca Mo 
■M MrourM one aneMar ■ ayw 
B TOMMY HUNTBH Ouaata 
Ponar Waaonar Lana BroaM 
Tammy Wynana. MAa Dagwo 
B KNIGHT RIOBR Mambara 
a* • nMMkr ntoaoicvcla gang tare* 
a comevMr haoW to proar am ata 
than af a aaadh- mmm. 
'  NT  Kna»acan- 
("avng t*a.w 
Ml g 
B      B      WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW CJ 
« DALLAS 
MOVC ** Tha S-o-o 
AM Tha ferearar (18821 Laa 
Meraktv "awtaan Saaar HaraK 
naaah) *y to cWNona an avi tr 
ram «*a tm waad aoreary to •»- 
CBPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Naw MWBMO SUM M Navoda-Laa 
VaawlRI 
(TMC) MOVIE ft* 0t> 0e# 
VouDawl (IBM) Gaorga i*#na 
Tod WON A aa-ugoJiB muacaw 
dacUraa « (aHearaaan rh#t no 
woMd wodi nn) aoul tor • cnanca 
at lama and tortum and *m ewv- 
obkanf aowl oranta Na raouoot 
fOQ 
8: SO 
B   MR.    BELVEDERE   Kow> 
promaMa h« paranta mat ha wal 
not dma * ha dwfta at tha ■c*aoi 
prom Q 
B B WALL STREET Wf f K 
t*00 
B B OALLAf) *< iho Oi Bar 
on* Sal Boab* !•>«•« peathv- 
mauaiy Honorad aa iho Daman <* 
tha Vaar   Pam maho* a shodUna) 
CA ■!! OJBBNNYH-U. 
11:48 
fTMa MOVC •* -**■» 
Mm" (1882) PMw NaNen. 
Chudt MeQuar-y Tha aeaaj) M- 
mol af ftai low IMJi * raahwiad 
m shi aaawwuai df two youno 
man w> 1888. » 
IliOO 
B  MOVSI   **    Tha  Towad 
1n»    118781   Chuok   Connora 
JanVanNaaa 
B COMfDY   BHfAK   WITH 
MACK ANO JAMaE 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTin 
11:18 
B OOOO ROCKW TONITE 
Warn BY Maan. ZZ Ta* 8*M 
Par. JaRn Couaar Maaancam* 
Polar GaanM and guaat haam La- 
•BBRF 
11:80 
B FRtOAY NIOMT VKJf OB 
Hoat Harry Andaraen WJaos 8* 
Bryan Adama and Tata Tianar 
raft Ofay Lowa") Athata Unaad 
RBBHW Aparthoia I Ban Cn> I 
LOMrbo* llamn  (vary MrnuM of 
to, 
(ABC NEWS NKJMTLINE 
THREE STOOOEB 
•■PNIWREBTLING 
IsflO 
I JIMMY SWAOOART 
THREE STOOOEB 
1:30 
B MOVIE **   OtdOrac* 
Hf7ftl     Dav-t    Nnati       Taraaa 
* ft H    Pardon Ut 
MflJllStanLaural Ohvar Hard* 
CBPN) ROLLfR DERBY 
ril*a MOVRT ft ft *     Rvwanrj 
Braw    (1883) Bobay   Banaon 
rrlWdr 
Ml 
B MOVCf  ft ft '1     Gooo><*« 
Uyloao    (1BT2lt>c*m'<lBoona 
UkhaaiOunn 
BNfWS 
1:30 
CSPNI SPORTSCEMTIR 
B     COLLEGE       FOOTBALL 
HOCICBCMOOL   A   901m 
11:80 
B MOVIE   *•*     Bhompoo 
(1BTBI 
takaaaj » 
Bwftato  Bda    M*%  Doiahma  at 
*—• EraMond   PaMMa   Kanaaa 
Caiy OaaN at  Houatan Ooara or 
at Prttahurfh 
and datMdDpmant pwdhaaoig an 
rmwymant Qwaaw John Tayhv 
(CXaan   Owanl     Btanlay    OarU 
(TMC)    MOVSI    ***     T«. 
Taaaa" I1B84I Han. Daan atar< 
ion. NaaaaaiR K—ftj. 
IOJOO 
B    BPORTSWIBKEND 
pBBBBi Braaaari Oa* Cham 
n-rsaa 
• S10 
II SPORTSCENTER 
msa   MOVTE   ***  -AahBt 
owant arafi a puaa of ■ 
Rorjar Smrdt Ah* ma daaah of 
haiaaranaa a yauml he* baoamaa 
aha aaard af taa namraoyant  and 
7:00 
MUffEIS 
wttmQyam.M.y 
I STAR GAMES 
CUP   Thar 
•atan -aaaa and a atna thai to- 
i«M BIO rnahon Lara hom Aowa- 
duct Raca Traah m Naw Vart 
B AMERICAN BANO- 
STANO Goaats Adam AM 
IWra La Rook." Aaafto • ) 
Fraddw Jaahaan I Yaw Ata My 
Lad* I 
B   CROCKETT S   VICTORY 
OAROf N   Poet MOM   Ml 
OSPNI     U.S.     EOUfBTRIAN 
TEAM CHAMPONSMtPS 
1O0 
B B FRUGAL GOURMET 
Jaft Snath lafta about tho hawory 
of broad and ahoara hew to maha 
Franch and Itaaan braada IR) 
CSPNI HORSESHOW JUMP 
aaaama C«a> 
Md  (Tapadi 
!*' FHEE HAW SOL© GOLO Sanaa 
bom moMoa MCkaftng ' Nawaon 
Danea' IPoataar SaMra) Oan 1 
Wab Awe* Bhek BiwaBalC. 
lot a Hast h Nr rha Bo* COan- 
eoa Wahamal and "Eya of tha 
Taw (Swwrwl (Pan 1 af 21 
B MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha Laat Pajoa on f arm 
AMObata and Naw ZaaNnd andw- 
mncaty -aicoma Captaat Scon 
nawa of  Atnanaaana ohanaa  of 
■traction  (Fan 2 of «) Q 
B   TV   Oubbta    Kan  Carnaa 
NawEdmon 
B   "BamJEB     OHIO    STATS 
SPf OAL Rf PORT 
CBPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
7:80 
SMALL    WONDER   V«a, 
ANNOUNCED 
PUTTIN   ON TME HITS 
HOUSE   FOR  ALL 
ITOSf 
1 
B * 
SB.   "- 
MI 
s 
• tfv 
ana .lamw ar«d !*• aianda 
B DON CHERRY'S GRAPE - 
B  SMALL   WONDER   Jam* 
■Mj to da whan 
wmflQ 
BCRRM 
B MISflTS Of SCCNCE 
Tha IrhaMa coma ta>on ■ man 
(Jaaaa Dwonl whom thay babr.a 
10 M aoma aort of pratM*ort 
"aiagw 
B MOVC Tha MWdr-ghi 
Hov iPromwnt Shan Batafanw 
Harpar LaVar Banon Raaanaci 
ad by tmnatlmg tvgh acheoMii an 
mfameua JOO vaar otd witch and 
a paroda of aUn^ah aobami oaah 
a Habowaan coatama BHII Q 
B OREAT PERFORM 
ANCEB Lauranoa Okwar A 
Lda FaM chpa horn daaac Obwar 
partormancaa ncludmg Rchard 
MA Lena) Day a Jaumay mio 
NaaM    and aha Ac adorn, Awa/av 
SATUROAV 
2. IB 
8? 
aa, a 
actor a caraar anca IB4B   .Part 2 
of 2ig 
B MOVSI *••     Thaiagand 
OI  iwa  Bordan     UB7BI  Ea/a- 
baah MeMoomary   Fnu VVabaw 
A woman « accuaad of ma aaa 
mw/oara of nar laahar  and >iae- 
moahar 
B DOCTOR WHO 
0*80 
fTMO    HEART    Of    HOLLY- 
WOOD 
10:00 
B B FALCON CREST Chaaa 
and MappM 'anaw thaa man .ago 
aawa: Lanca raaeuaa Imma and 
Anaata bom iha bwrmng manor 
houoa Aeodoma Rotaro aana mo 
caai g 
NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
8:30 
SESAME STREET 
LORNE  GREENE B  NEW 
WIDER NEB* 
B    EDUCATIONAL      COM- 
PUTING 
CSPN) ROLLfR Of ROY 
IO:O0 
B     B     HULK      HOOAN'S 
ROCK   N- WRESTLINO 
B SUPER  POWERS TlAM 
OALACTIC GUARDIANS 
BNEWBFRONT 
B LORN* GREENC B NEW 
WKDERNCBB 
WaMh        (1B70)    Laa     Marwn 
jawnnaMoraaw 
B KATMYB KITCMf N 
(TaJO MOVIE  * * *     Hoop* 
llffSI   San   Raynptda     Jan-bb- 
chaatVMeiM 
10:30 
BKbPPlR AND CO 
PUNKYBREWSTER 
13 OMOftTB Of 8COO- 
8V-000 
B    BUSlNCaS    Of     MAN 
AOEMENT 
B     ORfATfST      SPORTS 
LEGENDS 
B GREAT CMCf8 Of   NEW 
i 
BOO 
I NEWS 
I CATCH 9 BCATCt 
B MAC 
N€ 
! 
IB.     /     LEHRER 
iWONOER WOMAN 
DlfF Rf NT STROKE S 
MECHANICAL       UNI- 
VTRSE 
■BPN) afORTBLOOlC 
8:30 
OJ CBS NEWS 
■ NBCNEWf 
BABCNfWSCp 
B HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
B SLhStNEBB REPORT 
CSPN)   AEROBICS     BOOCS 
IN MOTION 
mCO MOVC ft Two 0> A 
Kaw* I IMS) John Tra*eha Ob- 
wa Nawtan- John Aaadirytad* 
aatNor and a bar* bCar am oho- 
bbtt by aha SapMma Baayg to 
preaa manlunara aanhaam   PQ 
0 
7O0 
BCMNCWS 
BVTOEOHfTS 
B WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
B    ENTtRTAINMENT    TO- 
N*OHT  A  praaat of  Tha  Thraa 
MIAMI VICt Nooee a wda 
Ampb) Anraa Wbrla Tamburab-I 
habM Oookan and Tubba aaarch 
■or a baahianad methar and chad 
wno ara '^WWIQ bom a raabaraMa 
moaaaar ffraMw Vaftl 
BNfWS 
fTaSO MOVC *** An 
Amancan Ww-wo- In London 
IINII Oawd Naaghion Jaw, 
Aaynar Tha »at ate" of twe 
young Amancano on a wb*"<B 
taw or ImjUnd a) rwnad whan a 
warawob attatb «im ana daad 
and Iha othar oaraad amb a hurv 
ow k. humar haon   R 
10:30 
B aSBUft OHIO  SPECIAL 
TME   COOL   ISfHJE   A pro-con 
oat an on aha cow baaw maaaura 
wat ba priMBbld. 
tSANFORO AND SON 
BURN* ANO ALLEN 
11:00 
BBBBBNfws 
Q OARK SHADOWS 
B COMfOY TONKaMT 
B WKRR M CINCINNATI 
BaURNB AND ALLEN 
CSPNI    MAR NEBS    RACING 
Bwaftai     Crow«   O*arno»onaha) 
Raca Sayan bom Edmenaan  Can- 
bShlTaRbSl 
11:38 
B SPORISWfBKENO Cana- 
*an Maaaari Snoobor Champerv 
11:00 
B  B   COO   STORYBREAK 
Chocototo     Favor       Aiwnatad 
* Hap tad tar TV by award-wmrano, 
bwywnpht Reban «m-» Smrih 
Chocolata-Uwa* Honry GWaan 
bNdhB ew ay» para ctmcllli 
raaaabM aNar conaunano loo 
rntm of hra tavern* oonbona  IR) 
(CORONATION STREET 
ALVIN   AND  THf   CHIP- 
MUNKS 
B BCOOBY 1 MYBTERY 
FUNMOUCC 
iMOTORWEIK 
WRESTLING 
SQUARE     FOOT     GAR- 
OENING 
fitSPRT MARK ROBIN'S 
SALT WATE R JOURNAL 
11:80 
B B DUNGEONS ft  ORA- 
KBWVIDfO 
LfTTLSB 
MOVC    ftftftvi        SlbM 
Fadaama ' (1872) Brvoa Dam. Caff 
Potta 
a JOY Of PAINTING 
BEPW   fCU.    DANC8    OUT- 
DOORS 
2:00 
| AMERICA S TOP TE N 
THIS OLD HOUSE hv 
ataftng tha ataacaaa •nauaimg 
nw aaabbon wmdow bamatg and 
naudaton Q 
1:30 
B B COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
tawo at Ohe Stata Awa) 
B  THE   RACE    FOR    NUM- 
BER  ONE:  COLLEGE   FOOT- 
BALL  REPORT Cobaga taod>al 
aceraa and rwjaaeWa bom around 
ma  cotma*  and  a  look   at  nant 
waah amaior cenaaan 
B     B      WOOOWRIOHT-S 
SHOP Lata-ISth cantury  wood 
worbav, aajtanan. 
CSPNI OOLF Rydar Cup Corraja- 
liK*     bom     Bathy      England 
ITapodl 
(TMO MOVBI ** EddwUa- 
oanaRwi OS63I John Scnnwd 
-   KahOowe)aa 
1:00 
B  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL  At 
praaa bma.  ABC  wao unrhmdad 
wt-cti gama -ouk) m 
1 ROMAGNOLI B TABLE 
I WHEN HAVOC STRUCK 
MOVC   * v,      Tha  Harlam 
GaabMoriwi On Gaboon a aftand 
lltBllBobOonvar  Alon Hob) J; 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Na- 
Vounga    parlor manca     atchrdao 
'awaaa rar    Hwpiaaa Oarwm 
by aha Rwar and Ara Yaw 
Raad* tar mo Counaryl 
3:30 
B       8PORTSWEEKEND 
CONTINUES 
B BREEDERS CUP CON- 
THVANT8 
B WORLD Of CARTOON- 
WaO 
B LOVE. AMERICAN 
STYLE 
CBPN) RACQUETBALL E> 
vaaan Championanea bom Ana- 
haan  Caaf  IRI 
4:O0 
B TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
B MOVC ** Tha LOM 
0sd> I1MBI Don Knona. Ed- 
mondOBnan 
B      KENTUCKY      FRIED 
CHICKEN      BLUE       GRASS 
MUSK FESTIVAL 
4:10 
B       BPORTBWEEKEND 
Scnaduiad      Canadian     Maaaara 
hauaaa Va*» 
toy* horrwarorh 
B T 8 A LIVING 
B     ELECTION      SPECIAL 
Bowhng&oan  Ohe 
CSPN) COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Taami to ba announced   IMI 
800 
B B ABTaaTI f YKIMI (haaaa 
and Carom ara at due w ft Hawbi 
aata out  to DM an and to what 
aaoawa N H at aabmawa kid- 
nappmg.ng 
B    NHL     HOCKEY    Toronto 
Map*   LaaN  at  Calgary   Flamaa 
aJabl 
B  OJMMf  A  BREAK  Nafla 
mmhw   (hoaana Lanoaal  comoa 
_ ft    '10 Tg U_- 
rardw 11*831 CharbM Bronoon. 
Androw laavana A homroda da 
tacl-va and ■ cnmmology vaduata 
liarch Nr a hdjar of women 
B SATURDAY NKJHT S 
MAM EVtNT Ftofoaworvjl 
wraaftng aa*aa»bo.«i Araba aha 
Oam and HuB Morjart «a Kayg 
long Bun<*, and Baj John Stvdd 
Tdo Santana vi Rand* Macho 
NaT.'' aawaaja. Paek* Tha Ora- 
gon Saaamboa* M Mr ru, 
mo. HMonaan faetrwaaa —hah, 
bobtang tar pMmehma and • Mu- 
■K wdao fabhaaig vareua wroa- 
saa 
I WRESTLING 
MOVBI   ***    Tha Baa 
Chaaa'' ll*6B> John Wayno. 
Lana Tianar Bdbad on aho ranel 
by Androw Gaar A Oaman cap 
■am romnirjiaaari a ah* of Kjg> 
baaa daratg World War II 
(TMO MOVBI *V| Joy Of 
Boa" IIBB4) CdMargn D*a M. 
chaaa Maynr* Oaajaaw IN omar 
aubaano at mwr tinciMti Ngh 
aohobt aaadahbi bacoma obaaa- 
aivaf* f aoccwpaad wdh an aaba- 
CkmcwMr acbvny    R 
11:18 
8 STAR SEARCH 
12:00 
•8PM) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
B 
12:30 
B A NKJHT AT TMf RACE 8 
11:18 
B SOUL TRAIN 
1«0 
a WRESTLING 
IsOO 
(TNCI    MOVC!    **      Chomod 
hoel    M943I  Lmda  Boar    John 
ICtMCMUNfTY aCCCLIP 
B      WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREVIfWCJ 
~ MOVBI *• H    Tha Jayna 
Story    MBBOI ion. An 
daraon »-—"j—   ■ n iaei 
*9J*MROOfO 
(TMQ   MOVaf   ***    'Aman- 
can Hot Wa    (1B7II Tan Mctn- 
1:80 
! WRESTLING 
NEWS 
MOVC  ****.      Tha*f« 
Cbanary     (I66S1   Qragor*  Pack. 
ChamonHaaion 
!• 
1:SO 
B HYMN BaNQ Saajctiana av 
cbrda    Tho Lord H Our hafugo 
Lat A* I ogam. Praam Oia God 
and    Thanha Ba for vvondanvi 
Tl-naa 
I HER* SLUCY 
B WALL STREET WEEK 
MO 
B 8POHT8WEBKENO 
Schadtaad 9m AyabBMn Grand 
Pr- bnal raoa of iha 1Mb Grand 
ha Formula Ona MM on ava 
bom Adabada Auabaaa 
BMOVTE***'-. ThaGwna 
Of Nrwarona M8BU Qraeary 
Pact OavaJNwan 
B "BBUE8 C4RO: COAL IB- 
SUE  A  prrxen  flat an  on   iho 
**W AbVana 
11*441 Jam Powaa Dabbw Ray 
MM 
B OREAT PERFORM 
ANCES Lauranoa Obwar A 
Laa Fam chpa bom ctaaac Obwar 
aartarmancM ayrJudmg Rrchard 
i» A Lang Ob* a Joumay mto 
Nrghl and Ma Acaeamy Aword- 
waynmg Hamaat almbata Ma 
acav a caraar aaico 1*46  iPari 2 
of Jig 
CSPN) MtBL SOCCER Mavw- 
aota  Sahara  a*  BaRanora  Bawi 
ftwal 
1:10 
B CAPITOL JOURNAL 
(TMC) MOVC  * * *    Way Out 
Www    < 18881 Stanlaural   Obyar 
Hard* 
MB 
I MOVC  * * ft    MaoMhcwM 
a'  118*41 JanaVVyman 
B      PUNKY      BREWSTBR 
Puna,   bmga  a  ray   ot  aunanria 
nao   an  atdarh,   woman a  oahar- 
wwa-drabwa Q 
B RIPLEY S BfLCVE IT OR 
Mong 
B B WONDERWORKS A 
taa" aaar bopoo to ubo No «acea- 
ary of an opat «ww aa a moana (o 
raunrta he paranta but Me game 
am aaoNn and ho and ho bionda 
an out to rabew Mem  g 
I AT THE MOVIES 
FAM* Jaaaa . p^oanaad 
*-M a tough chc-ca atlar ho WOW 
a aone-wnang cenaaai Mai ooaM 
opan aomodoora 
CSPN) NHL HOCKEY loa An 
BabM Kaiga pi Fhiidaaptna Fhjora 
Lne) (Subnet to bbkahout) 
730 
B  BEACHCOMBfRS  Panda 
he tdantical kw Mr Raaava 
Gotrncb (Robon CtoMaar n a dual 
rolal and aha two aada placet Q 
B 8*LVf H   SPOOaaS KM. , 
UrtcN Harry (Ray WaMionl adda 
»o   Ma   chaoo   n    Me   Bbation 
AMERICAN 
I 
B    LOVf, 
STYLE 
BbOO 
B B MURDER BM4 
WROTE Jaaaica muot unraael 
Ma myoaary whan an oh) bend 
(Ann BNMI e oonhned to Ma pay 
Cham ward of a hoapnai ba- 
cavaa  ino  may  hoaa  aibad  ha* 
| NEWS 
2:00 
B      HOLLYWOOO      SEAT 
McCanan and Rado bacoma m- 
•oNod at a horde we a* Ma 
Bavwty Hea pobca  Lynna Hood* 
raiara g 
MOVC   ***     bfaiaga 
MBBBI    Gregory    Par*      Ghana 
la*    A aeycrwMel  doubt* he 
MOVEfaCCR 2. 1*88 
(»-*.- taaaoonx 
but  i i  to 
hab> twn aftar bacomng nyetwtd 
n a aarea of abanga aaaaM 
B      COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
Waal Vaerao At Weeai 
B     COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
Waat Wgaao at Vagjne 
B ELECTION SPf OAL Lima 
Ohm 
8:30 
B  FACTS) Of UPC  Tha pre 
form  a   mMiMPl  engvtg  group 
whan And* arranpaa tar Mom to 
amg on tiaga weh El OaBarga Q 
BOO 
B B MOVBI    Badga 01 Tha 
i 11:00 THtB Wf f K IN ONTARIO MMMtFaT WORSHIP    FOR    SMUT 
.100 
B A WALK THROUGH TME 
20TH CENTURY WITH BILL 
MOVERS 
B   ORCATfST   AMERICAN 
MO 
f NFL TODAY 
CPL FOOTBALL Toronto 
Argonaut! at SlUiuhi-in 
Rough/ -MrtLwal 
B MARK RUBSCU VVaafang- 
ion. top paftbcol aabrei poboa 
tun at maaor eauaa and nawa ato- 
reaof Meaey 
4«0 
B   NPL   FOOTBALL Phaedal 
phe   Eatfaa    at    San   Francece 
4*artt>wai 
B NPL FOOTBALL Raaaonal 
comraae of New Ye*. Jata at M- 
denapoba Co*a Oamar Sroncea 
at San Deep Charoara or loa An- 
galaa     Roidara     at     Saaitla 
B MOVBI * * v,    iMdo Mea 
Me»e     (19*0) Wane MatMau 
B WAYNE AND BHUST1R 
COMEDY 8PECLAL ISaooon 
Pramaaral Ka) Kong taareaa 
Kng Kong TV commenebt av 
chrrbng Tha Naaen* Eaaaeep 
tor     and Ma    Man From Grab 
B    AAtAZINO    STORCS   A 
ona-heur apeeda daoctad by 8ta- 
wjn  SpeCerg and tiarrmg Kawn 
CopMor    Caoay   SemaaRo   and 
Jafftay Jay Cohan g 
B MACGYVfR MacGywj. at 
Mmpta to aaok down a con man 
who pwbad oR a itvrimAm** 
ledemondhaei g 
B  B   NATURf   A  chron«ta 
bbeod owar a me-yaer panod   ot 
btdra a andangarad gherei ooce- 
Idaa g 
AVENGERS 
PUTnN-   ON  TMf   HITS 
La>aynced    ranoVaona     ot     Tha 
Fentar Setora     Jump     MenhM 
tan   TrmSe a     BarJend      Pan. 
La*—..      Now    Atarhrda      and 
Jamaa Brown ■    i Fael Good 
(TMO   MOVC   ft * C      Dun. 
119*4)     K*la     MacLachion 
•a   taaed on Ff«a> 
10 Ml a war 
•m monarch   PG l)  Q 
■tOO 
a    WHAT'S     HAPPENING 
NOWII 
BOO 
B B CRAZY LBtf   A  FOX 
Harry* niaahoehon of he grand 
B WRESTLING 
iPra '• 
aVooda   Vapbet Kono Baaed on 
peon of an unrabaming aaaeiant 
deawi attomay to apprahand Ma 
baera of two Naw Yorft Cay copa 
B GOLDEN GIRLS Soot— . 
aa* to prove aha'a ft* of MM and 
wgor by cfeBanjng OoroMy n a 
i 
horn Toronto 
B PSA BOWLING S1BO000 
Kodah     MMaeonW    Tournajnani 
baa bom Otymprc Bowl at Rpphaa 
be. NY 
B   MAGIC   0*   Ob,   PAINT 
CM 
CSPNI   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
A BM* PI aoma of Ma boot bout* 
of  SB   ih i 
(Ta*a MOVBI  **     NeM And 
Hepoa      U883)    Tpmmy    laa 
Janoa. Mtaheat OKooN 
BOO 
B CAPTTOL   JOURNAL  To^ 
! 
RCWLYWEOOAM* 
BUBINEBB REPORT 
BEBT    OP    BATUROAY 
uvc 
M'A*S*H 
MACNfB,    /     LEHRBR 
Toronto 
11:30 
B   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NKaMT  A  prpNb  of  Thb   Thraa 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:10 
B   B   MB\   MAGAZINE 
Oaflaa    oeotar Oacb Rpmeo  au- 
ihor *att> hotfcn i  laat Weh   I 
J JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
WCD  AM8RICA A tur va. 
of Mo anaerad daw lamm,  mdud- 
(t|7li Wood* AA*r Dena Kap- 
lan Aha. a 200-yaei CM*, a tar- 
mar hiahh-teod atora propretor 
awahana at a Nam pobca ataaa 
and baoamaa n.ohed n apbM to 
lerep Ma noaa of a oletator 
B TONaOHT Guaat heat Joan 
n. Or. RUM Woaahener Lucee 
at comoden Ita-ran Wraaht 
ITV2CCO 
B  LATENtOHT  AM8RI- 
ItsB 
B MOVC! ft ft '1 The VMay 
Of Owang. MMB) Jamaa '-an 
oecua GaeOeen 
IVtBU.ro NOWT IR) 
W*J> KCVOOOM An orar- 
taaw   a*   Or     OtM   FBMW's  rg- 
bbarch on ajareea n aha Abcan 
M<*e of Rwanda   IPari   1  af 21 
m a 
IMR. T 
ABC    WEEKEND    SPf- 
CIAL        Paxx     Lbneatocbtng 
Baaad on Aebtd Laabyan a abe o« 
a braa apt 'Cama Haaml who aa- 
aenancaa many adwjnturoo   (Fart 
i of Jig 
a COLLEO* FOOTBALL 
M-wi ot Mxhigan fcata Un. 
I STAR SEARCH 
STATIONARY ARK 
8:80 
B SNEAK PRfVCWS 
■BPN) SPEEOWEEK 
EVENBIQ 
BOO 
I LOVf BOAT Caaabrrtea n- 
chjtang Jacb Cowman I «a VVhpl- 
chal Net Farnp Harry Morgan 
and Alaea SmrM pan Mo lova 
Sore prpw for an adhantura-hbad 
oeea to Ma Rmea g 
(TMC) MOVBI *** 'Pare. 
Taaaa I1B84) Harry Dean Stan- 
ton Naataaae Knabi Afap fdv 
i aooel dropout 
t IO Pea* No 
obandonad aon and Man bebda 
tar Taeoa ta nnrma Mo boy e**l 
hemoMar    « 
8:10 
B 337 Tha Mnanta hpbJ a aes- 
we* ape to haft Boaa raee mon- 
ay to pay oh dabta on Ma pur- 
chaaa ot Ma apanmani buaftng 
B ELECTION SPECIAL 
Fateey.Ohra 
•O8J0 
B HUNTER Oaa Oaa e raped 
by a taraejn ftpaamM and Myntar 
muat oaarcPMb bMraoucrabc rod 
■apa JI ordar M ana* Ma man ta 
aeeoa (Pan I o» » 
B MOVC ***VI The ft- 
craaaF*i I18EE) MaAaafCarna. 
Nepf Graan A preonar aaognad 
to aVMPh Army bttaBaangl e 
i  njarane  a  da- 
TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
11:10 
IB »ACE THf NATION 
BKfTCHfB    Of    OUR 
TOWN 
I SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  Wf f K  WITH   DA- 
VIOBRrNKLEY 
B MARKET TO MARKET 
INTER 
AFTERNOON 
10*00 
INTER TODAY 
Hoata Caaay Ccaaman John Te- 
eh. Oan Coughbn and Crag Prwm 
Cow apt of coaega and hajjh 
achoct tooabel and a loab at Ma 
B MEETrNQ PLACE Fi 
Andrew a Praobytaren Church 
Toronto   rha Row   J' 
Si 
B CAPITOL JOURNAL 
■8PRB AUTO RACINO Form*, 
■a Caw airaeaban Grand Pre bom 
Adabbda  AuaeMa  IRI 
(TMC)     MOVC     ***       Tha 
SrpMor   From   AnoMar   PbjnM 
HBS4I   Joe  Morton    Oarryl   [o 
warda 
4:80 
B   MOV*    *ft      Cry  Fame 
11*74)    John    Foravfha.     Anna 
France 
B MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
0*00 
B B LIFESTYLES Of TMf 
RICH AND FAMOUS A tour of 
Mo Sonet Unjon weh And* W- 
aema. Hong Kong a houoa of 
goat) an ataannpw weh f yo Go- 
bor totaary wetnara 
B WAR A COMMENTARY 
BY GWVNNC OYfH Footarja 
of NATO. 1BS0-*1 Waat Oar- 
man war ajameo and We ape Pact 
•eata   Caneal   Eu- 
B     PROCREECMVE      CON- 
fCRVATTVf     UAOCRBHaP 
DEBATE 
B   NATURf   KVW,  pionta  and 
10-30 
B      COLLEGE      FOOTBALL 
tawa at ONo Stata (Taped 
11:00 
motet     praoatory    anrme*)    and 
rnrjn g 
fB STAR TREK 
VblTNAM:    A    TfLfVI- 
Olll 
BNATaDNA 
BROCKY A 
B    WHAT) 
I NATIO L P 
ftOCKY ND PRC NOB 
aVfWXS    HAPPfNINO 
NOWII 
CSPNI COLLEO*  FOOTBALL 
11:18 
Tha We 1*S*~1*73 Neon, 
program ot aoap mMorawP ar 
ct.atad bombmg and arma ahe>- 
"»-ii «o Saepn aflat tart •*■ —w 
11:10 
AJKNCWSQ 
B NEWS 
MOM  ctatbiaaid  300 vaara ago 
by Fronch Protaatanta 
BfARLfl BRUCE 
B MEET THf PRESS 
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Sab—a a Cons and 71 Cow 
b*NS 
12:40 
OJ   MOV*   *•      Assault  On 
Goaatora     (19721 Jamee faanr. 
no  Wabed Hyoa-yatusi 
1:00 
« HAWAII FIVE-O 
JHAMY SWAOOART 
1:90 
(NEWS 
MOVIE   **     The  Blarng 
Forest     M9S2I John Payne   Su- 
Mn Morrow 
■SPN) PV.A FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
IBJO 
01 CSS NEWS 
NsOKTWATCH 
OJNEWS 
fTMa MOVIE • Tare 01 A 
Kind 119931 John TrayOfta Ob- 
-a Newton John 
2:90 
OJ CBS NIWI 
NbOHTWATCH 
■ SPN) SPORTSCE NTER 
300 
■SPM COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
New Uoarco State at hwuads-Laa 
Vegas Ml 
9:90 
met) MOV* **    Oh Gotfi 
VouOewr   119B41 George Sume 
Ted Wees 
WEONESDAY 
DAYTbUE MOVSS 
BIO 
mm •* w Kerry 0 M9'JI 
Opnd Jsnaasw  Mann Sheen 
7rOO 
(TMO * * "> Toft To Mo 
M9S4I AustnPendtoton M<haal 
blurphy 
8:90 
fTMCI      •*        Panted     »■ n 
nSSDPeulKeb* aVuMCaabng 
•OaOO 
m*a**    Ed^Mecen.Run 
M943I     John    Schruader      Ket 
DougUa 
1200 
fTMCI    **•       Hooper       IISIS1 
Bun Perynobji    Jon-bbchsel Vn 
COM 
MO 
OJj * ft 'i The Stock Wnd- 
mft   (19741 Mcheel Cane  Don 
OJ NATURf Of THINOB 
Featured the ort-gcang dtobjgus 
Mtwaan aome otonts and Btsa av 
aact predatora an erbheuri loot 
daaaned to M n waft rural bwjyj a 
arraaonmant era) culture 
OJ HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
joraahan and Mark dacoua the* 
# pre Modsee otoya hee bec^ene 
addKkad to the peavkebng drugs 
thai once saved ha bfe Q 
fhNSlOERSQ 
OJ RIVER JOURNEYS 
Wntar / eaptoror Chrtatme 
OadareB reaarts a Papua Naar 
Gunee s«a wah -horn ah. .ved 
Na two veer, ano ensmpts ths 
brel east    raft    daecant    of    the 
OjLiTTU  HOUSE  ON THS 
PRAIR« 
OJ OJ  LATEnMOHT  AMCRt- 
CA 
« THE SAINT 
BENNY HKJ. 
■SPN) SPORTSCE NTlft 
(TMC)  MOVSJ   ***    O.   The 
Winged Serpent    llMltMafteal 
Morwjrty   Dend Cerradne  On the 
roof of ■ MardtottsH tovscrapar  • 
pony  crook  maftlai  acroee  da 
neat of 0 flartt leathery bymg ear 
earn    that   has   been   tertonang 
Near York Cera  *' 
19:00 
OJ      STRfiTS      Of      BAN 
4:90 
fTMQ  **     The Aakrentwae 
Hacbtobsrrv Fan    (IMS) Pa* 
Day  Semm-An wesama 
(WONOER WOMAN 
CHFFRE NT STROKES 
MECHANICAL       UNI 
\  COMEDY  BREAK   VVTTH 
Wahgi Rrvw   ska v of men 
•  MOVSJ   * *     Forced Ven- 
gaenca      (1SS2)   Chuck   Nome 
Mary LOUBM VVaftar   A >a*t. ea- 
psrt abbs ha to*, to drao rnob- 
*ta. out of a Hong Kong gom- 
bkng estsbkahmsnt 
■ SPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
fTMO MOVSJ  *•   :      Irk'c 
Ma      MM4I   Auesn   Fandejton 
Mcheel Murphy  A New York ac- 
from a  .vmpatheK  phystoavt  1 
probtom 
OPJO 
• OJ CMARLC ft CC-MPA- 
NV Chsrhe 'scea poaaftaj aurgary 
urban hs -»••• Nriajofl arftftj 
svng io btt s TV set Q 
O MARKET PLACE A S4O0 
mongaoa daputa that coat ■ 
North Bay  Om  awman her home 
2:00 
fTMCI     **        Panted     H,II. 
HMIIPeulKal*  sVuceCoarkng 
9:90 
rTNCI    ***       Aunt*   Memo 
U9*ll   Roeeknd  Rueeel    Rogsr 
Smah 
IOJOJi 
 
 
€\ 
i! 
S' 
BSSj • antlu rage daptoyed by 
OAYTBeE BFORTS 
BOO 
■SPN) MTiOfaORLANE RAC- 
ING Hajhfcgftts of ths  SS keaeon 
OaOO 
■BPft) BFORTSOMNTIW 
OaOO 
■SPN) NHL HOOKJjTY Los Arv 
gatoa Kngs at Phaertapha liyera 
(Rt 
12 SO 
■SPN)   TRLATHLON  U S   So- 
raje    Neia-41 Owjaujrorsftc from 
rsfton Meed S C (■) 
1:90 
(ESFNI      TRAPSHOOTINO 
jseka Ssawona Catobiity Chel 
tongs bom ScoSJsruj IB) 
MD 
■SPN) COLLEQE   FOOTBALL 
Oo 
8 SO 
■SPN) OUTDOOR LbNJ 
competnor.    n     I 
Around tha World. 
;iooom-.„cht 
t DALLAS 
JENNYS WAR Jsmy 
Semes lOyan Cannon) an Amarr- 
can Mig n England gat. caught 
up n warsme eoprenegs aftan 
•M ftprab) io Nsn Garmany ic 
*nd bar miiiaig aeman eon and 
ende up napped n a POW camp 
her ble hngng upon kaeparg ha 
•darnay t Most Coaia. Iks 
Sornmer end Roben H«dy (Pert 
10121 
• WONDERWORKS Afta 
tha accidamal death ol her per 
anti a young grl (Hoty Aad) 
moves n with hsr r» tuewe aunt 
(Jane Lapotara) and her manage 
a ol arwruM DevaJ Banay cos 
tars iPat lotllQ 
■ SPN) NR, FKMB Pf* 
BENTS A dot at the hretory ot 
the Ptttaburah Steetors 
fTMCI MOVSJ **• AS The 
Right Move. 119931 Tent 
Cruree Crag T Nateon An ambt- 
e h>gh achool tootbai pUryar n 
NCWS 
COMEDY BREAK WITH 
MACK AND JAM* 
■SPN) NFL FILMS PRE 
BENTS A proNe ol rormer Chae- 
go Bear Dak Baft us 
fTbSCI MOVSJ * *»-rab> 
Scftoof (IMS) Phoebe Caere 
stobftrRuasal 
12:90 
(fj LATE  NIGHT  WTTH  DA 
V9Q   LiTTIRMAN  Scnadutod 
Susan Seaw Jamas  -eggee mua 
can Janmy Cart  author M Mar. 
ZASC NEWS NtOMTLINE 
PLEASE  DON T  LIT MS 
OJJ 
OJ THNEC STOOOES 
■ SPN I SPORTBLOCa; 
12:40 
OJ   MOVSJ   * * 1      Shane  m 
Love     H9731 George Sega)   Su 
sen Arvspech 
IfJO 
I HAWAII FtVf-O 
JIMMY SWAOOART 
■ SPN) SUPERBOUTS 
1:90 
OfJO 
OJ CBS NCWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
OJ ABC NEWSp 
• HARPY OAYS AOAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)   WORLD   CLASS 
fTftK-l MOVSJ ft ft Suckawne 
County Prteon mill Earl 
Oneneb. Oon Red Barry A 
bounty hunta w-th aepertaa n to- 
ceang eecaped convvt. a homed 
bjr a enme he drdn i commri and 
i dyng Pen. 
dreoma o> a coaege schotaratwp n 
order   lo  make  a  better   i'«  ' ■ 
hrmaaft    R  ~ 
**v, Copper 
Canyon MSSOi Rey Mftsnd 
HtooVLamarr 
(TMO  MOVSJ  * •     Wertreea 
1M2I C«c Caka   Jan Harm 
2:00 
• CBS NIWS 
NSOMTWATCH 
7 00 
)OB8 NEWS 
GJX7WSKI  B   CO.  Guest 
t An Geftery oVector Jo- 
Anne Sarae Oenskar  Q 
~) WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NeOHT    avtorwaw    aaft   lucfte 
I 
) rsCWLYWED OAME 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM'A'I'M 
MJLCNEa.      /     LEHRI*R 
RSJWOMOUR 
*NT«« 
i a* i COUNTRY REPORT 'AROY TAW WAD AMCRtCA A look  . 
Ha)hJa*iie of rtvuorcal perlorm 
ancea by lee Riaanout and Deva 
Gruan the Oary Doren Btaaa 
Bend Same Ray Vaughen and 
Ooubto Troubto end others laped 
at tha IMS Newport Jai> «ast> 
aft 
• NEWS 
ITMCI   MOVIE    **•') 
Break* Morent 119791 Eowa-i 
Woodward Jack Thompaor- 
Auaaokana hgftsng lor England n 
•a Soar War battto ths Soar gua- 
nos, on mar oam terms end tecs 
a u jrnped-up court marhet Baaed 
on a sue .tory PG 
10:90 
• SANFORD AND SON 
■SPNJ   CHEERLEADING   Ns 
aoraa hkgh Softool Champanehaj 
from Orlando Fie (Rl 
I MO 
• ■•••NCWS 
■ DARK SHAiXJVVS 
■ COME DY TON rOHT 
■ WKRR IN CINCINNATI 
• ON THE LINE 
1121 
• MOV* •* P-da Ths Haft 
Vftra) (IBM) Darren McOswn 
MartoPWstfty An Amancsn bush 
paot arts out to recover a cache 
0* toot balden aome where n a 
South Abxan desert 
lliOO 
■ ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NkOHT Intorvaa. wrth Lucae 
Bat 
• SIMON ft BtftSON An eg 
ng dsaxtrve asks aha Srmona M 
hap a* aokana) s cess that hap- 
panMWyssnaflo 
• TONKeMT Hoot Johnny 
Carson saftadatod ector. Pate. 
Sbeaai and Anna Morns 
• LITTLE   HOUSE  ON  THE 
I LATINbOMT AMERl 
(VEMNG 
0:00 
| NEWS 
t CATCH PHRASE 
MAC NEK     /     LEHNEft * 
1 [WONOfR WOMAN DSFF RENT STROKES CMCOL Mashoda ot 
hnmg guMa. and drtan damping 
Gua.1. John Entwllkt (Ths 
Wftol Bootsy Coftrts IParfca- 
rtantl tan Pace (Deep Pwrptol 
Sh Dunbar (Sly S rhe lam*, 
Saoasl 
■ SPN) SPORTBLOOK 
fTMa MOVSJ *• Edda Ms 
CCneRun (IMS) John Schnad- 
m *.tk Oeugles An escaped 
crntnel tjocames the OJMrry of a 
rudtfeas baa oftVar PG 
S90 
■ CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NCWS 
■ ABC NEWS tj 
■ HA-PY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINE SS RE POR T 
(ESPN)     NORM    RACING 
WEEKLY 
7:00 
• CBS NEWS 
■ OATCLINE ONTARaO 
• WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
• ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT A pronto Of Jack Bonn, 
iNEWLVWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    Of    SATUROAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
(■••A^S^M 
MACNEK     /     LEHRER 
• HELL TOWN Herdetep rs- 
tuins to the .aeet. to put a heft 
to iha eeneel" n gang warfare 
that has nksnupH*) the retohon- 
shs> ol two ata crossed lovort 
• NONTH ANO SOUTH 
Orry and George . ratottotvehaj a 
ju.tm LeMotio cuntatueo io 
abuse Medal m Aahton Man 
aet. her eejht. on Jams. Hun 
toon Stare Oavd Ogdan Star. 
Gene Franca and Jamee Meuke 
D*at lof 6)Q 
• • ANDREA OORLA: 
THE FINAL CHAPTER A 
bkaed cftrorecto of undarwasa 
camaamen and oaap-eee dnar 
Peajr GaraM * eapedrhon aeaat 
ad by ha was (bja Arafcjresn to 
aehage the wreckage ol rha 
ocean brar Andrea Dora oft rhe 
coast ot Nsntuckat  LJ 
■ MOVE •• 1 MadMea 
M9S0I MalGeyeon Joanna Sam 
at "a AuabsM of the not-ioo- 
datant future the bands era) 
lam*, of S Wp hrghwey pursue 
pekcemen become aha tagets * 
a tack, IK motorcycle gang 
■ SPN) TOR PLANK BOXING 
Chra Cdft-n 11 7 4 2 IB kOal vs 
Greg Heugen 112 0 < BKOslns 
lO.ound koftlwaght bout kve 
bom laa V-gas (Subetct to 
black outl 
S90 
• OJJ GEORGE BURNS 
COftbEOY WEEK Paaak Oufly 
alas a buanessman whose «•• 
wreak ng haroc wvm hre carsor 
O MAN ALIVE  'ha esaw-ne 
■an ol tha Ban* retoaon a 
scham of the I atom* laah n 
chrdss >ia peraecuhon n ban and 
as otter native, lor work) order : J 
fTMCI MOVSJ • • * Hooper 
I197BI Burt RayraftN Jen M, 
ihaM VaKant The greesmt 
.tunr man abas puns a apactac 
utor car toap wan 
fhua aroparduaig ha i 
bjaHS    PG 
10:O0 
• • EOUALI29R McCab ft> 
krciantty loams up wdh s hftor SB 
protect the Ms of s lor ma nemo 
(Aftwta Watsoni 
O  NATIONAL  /  JOURNAL 
Of OT. ELSEWHERE West 
phab become, aaraha** M MV 
taung surgery anpaas a petrem . 
aa. M«   Turner lends some advice 
4*,p>" —niTeM iva 
ItbOO 
• LATE NMJHT WTTH DA- 
VbD LETTS RMAN 
I ABC NEWS NIOHTVhNE 
THNEi STOOOES 
■SPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
12:40 
• MOVSJ ft* LMcommcn 
Veto. MM3lMMcheifl,en Bar 
bare Parkna 
MO 
t HAWAII FIVE-O 
JNwMY SWAGGART 
SJSRN)      PRO      FOOTBALL 
TEAM ARM WRESTLINO 
ISJO 
tTbJO MOVSJ *>i jo* Of 
Sea MSS4I Cameron Dye M. 
clyaMMovrtrft 
1:90 
I NCWS 
MOVSJ • ft '1     Vfto Rafts 
(IMS)     Yul    Srynner      Roftert 
Mecfturn 
■SFN) AUTO RACING SCCA 
Super Veas bom Pftoenai  fTapedl 
2:00 
09 COO NIWS 
HftONTWATCH 
• NEWS 
2:90 
• COS NIWS 
NKJHTWATCH 
■SPN) SPORT BCS NTER 
2:40 
fTMCI MOVSJ * • >i The Ob) 
Gun       (19761    Pheajpe     Neat 
Oomy Schneider 
3:00 
■SPN) TOP FLANK BOXING 
A look at some ol the best bout. 
of BS  (Rl 
OJBJO 
If SPN) NBA TODAY 
*:90 
■MRS) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (ft) 
4:90 
fTMa   MOVSJ   * *•     Aunta 
Mama     I IMS) 
ABC NCWS CJ 
HARPY OAYS AGAIN 
■SPN) SPORTBLOOK 
0:9O 
• CBS NCWS 
INTER 
!***-Wa*0vt 
Weat IISSB) Bust Laura Cftaar 
Hardy Corryputar<o»o.uad «ar- 
aon of the 193 7 ctaaac Sun aad 
Ofta come to the ad ol a women 
bang cheesed out of hat nftert- 
coet and page, born bam lor 
rawer a noiabooh (Pan 3 ol 6) p 
■SPN) COLLEQE FOOTBALL 
test Jose State at Co) SkPM-Long 
Beach ILnal 
0:90 
• NIGHT COUNT Den ■ 
aftjnned whan a torma ceSego 
band HamaN aranracrstor Jan 
Sftftryl unafticbjaT, Bras at at 
(ha courthouse 
•OJOJJ 
■ • KNOTS LANORfO I* 
mee eaartaree aPan Ciery ybjfte 
the rwne Va hea e proposal tor 
San:   Abb*   *sw   io OBasr bar 
• NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL g 
OS    NBA     STREET     BLUES 
I CAFTTOL JOURNAL 
i 
NKH 
ibjcbmr 
INEV 
BUS 
SCI 
700 
I THsS WEEK IN ONTARO 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
_    ENTERTAIN ME NT    TO- 
tOHT    baoraajw    wtn     Gene 
Ha k man 
CWLYVVEOOkASf 
iRSRORT 
Of    SATURDAY 
NeOHTLIVl 
IM'A'I'M 
MACNCB.     /     LEHftER 
■SPM) POA GOLF NeeenCup 
World     Cfternpearujhai      aecond 
round bm bom Ma  Hftaea 
7:90 
#   P M     MJkOAZINE  Arnold 
Schwarronaooar.     Cleveland a 
moot urmoual Habn naan party 
O  WAY  WE   AM A lajohev 
Ptoyw . problems copevg wah hra 
I 
by ths errrrsi «f 0 
I JEOPARDY 
I TAXI 
R.M.   MAOA23NE   Arnold 
Schwarsneggor   a men wfto ear 
■wed a plunge over Nejpera 'ala 
• WHO AMERICA NabarsbM 
Marty SsouRar takes n an or- 
phaned grirRy and evontueey re- 
bjras i to the arfti fan 2 of 21 
I BENNY NBA 
THRE E S COBS*ANY 
BBSJO 
• • MAGNUM. R.I. M 
what appears as be a pegs out of 
a Weeiern nova)    cento  ruattor. 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE The Last Fesee on Earth 
A leads', hip crisis i-ni 
Amundsen after he torces Ne men 
onto the loo Sevres aw soon. 
Seott baa aeraporiaben prob- 
toma (Pan 3 of 61Q 
(TMC) MOV* ft* Nets And 
Hayes (IMS) Tommy Lee 
Jonas. Muftas) OKeeN The luaV 
napping ol a maaasnarya hencee 
toads hen to araat a .aagong ro- 
gue to hea? rescue her bom the 
chrtehes of a paaftj  *f0" 
•0(00 
• SNEAK RRCVMWS 
OJ SAFffORO AMO OON 
IMP 
• ••••NCWS 
• DARK SHADOWS 
■ COMEDY TTJ9N0HT 
• WKRR IN CINCINNATI 
• TIMEOUT 
I MO 
• MOV*   * * V|      Stranger. 
AiS-v.se    M971IGeorga Mont 
grjmer*   Da an a Marsn   A ano of 
Brrtreh Arm* da eater, tart or ire an 
avnocsnt larm haraV 
11:90 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT mwrvwn ares. Gene 
Hack men 
• NfcOHT ME AT An n.osbgo- 
hon a cabed tor wftan a ecasvhsi 
asng a hnroous nemo and e*ant>- 
ty a murdered dumg a Mepoang 
ptonteafte 
• TONeOMT Heal Joftnrt* 
Carson Stftadutod gwderang ar- 
aat Thatosee Crueo 
• LTTLE   HOUSE  ON  THE 
I LATCN4GHT 
CA 
10-.90 
• • HIGH WIRE A poser 
ol tajhaope -aba Phappe Pent 
at he prepares lor a 19B? web 
cetobratavg iha reeumpsan o* -or 
■•ucaon work on the Cathedral of 
St  John the Divine 
• SANFORD ANO BON 
I MO 
• ••••NCWS 
• DARK SHADOWS 
• COftbE DY TONIGHT 
■ WKRR IN CINCINNATI 
• ART BEAT 
11:20 
O     MOV*     *•*',       Lang 
Dey ■ Journey Into Night    119921 
Katharine     Hepburn       Jeaon     Rt, 
berda   Based on tha ptoy by (u- 
•SFN* SRORTOCINTIR 
7:90 
• •R.M. MAGAZINE John 
Daloreen  buj money model. 
• VV^DKINGOOM 
• JE Oft AROY 
■ TAXI 
• WsVO AMERICA After 
atudwng the gnuty neturekat 
Maty Stouher edopt. a cub bom 
lubercutoea   and   de 
11:90 
• ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NeOMT A profftj of Jftft Benny 
• T.J. HOOKER A porno- 
graphic Mm mg may be nvotved 
« eke deeth of • 17-year-old gat 
• TONIGHT    -rv        oh--. 
DAYTSBI CMBJ9RIRS SHOW 
.   4 OO 
• TRANSFORMCRS 
0AYT1MI BPORTS 
S90 
RSPN) MOTORCTCL: RAC 
ma Siadum Supercreao    12Sct 
■dees bomPasedana Can 
OaOO 
■ SPN) SPORTSCE NTER 
SCO 
■SPN) BftORTOCINTIR 
0:90 
■SFN) NBA TODAY 
IOTOO 
■ SPN) U.S. EQUESTRIAN 
TEAM CMAMRKJWSIHPB (R) 
1O:90 
■ SPN) HORSESHOW JUMR- 
aMG M<rvnob Praadani a Cup 
bomlandover  Md (ft) 
12:90 
■SPW B ABC BALL CM Tens., 
CUaeic    bom    RFR    Saacsum    n 
Weetvngton DC  (■) 
9:00 
■SPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
Oil 
0:90 
IISFNI      MARK      BOS IN 8 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
DAYTssSMOVSS 
7O0 
fTMa •• The Adventure. 01 
Hucktobeny Few. I19CSI Psbcb 
Oft*. eemm-An WsHp» I 
OEM 
(T99CI  * * *     Way Out Waal 
I IMS) Stan Laurel Obver Hard* 
10:90 
fTMC)     •*        Purple     Here 
(1*171    Peter     Metoon      Chuck 
■BplBII 
19:90 
fTMO   ft*     Neb*  And  Harea 
(IMS)   Tommy   Lee  jonee    M. 
obeftOMafe 
MO 
•    ftftftV)      the I .on i Page 
M974I    Jack    Lammon     VVsfta 
• THURSDAY NIGHT 
Chartoa Outort conduct, the Mon 
aeet Sympsvany Ot cheese m a 
parlormance of Ravel a Bokaro pr- 
anai Vans) '■chmen parforma 
Grag a Fano Concerto Q 
• COBS Y SHOW Sa yaw ok* 
Rod* Heehai Krasftt Fwftemi be 
came, the ata of her peewea 
tootbaateerH Q 
• 2O/20 Schadutod en near 
new aaft Freujo Cltortof end Prm 
case Dane that ared on Braah 
IVnCtcsober C3 
• THSS OLD HOUSE Inatsb 
e*g rha atarcaaa neutotng the 
oooson wmdow Iraiwtg ana at- 
naNaon  Q 
t DALLAS 
MOV* ft * *     A Faiful OJ 
Ovbars    (IMF) Cent laetarood 
Marenns   Kacft    The  iwystonpus 
gang . 
saga 10 sal wh.er.ey end guns to 
Meuan. and Indian. 
• ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
fTMCI MOVSJ * • Oh GoR 
TouOanl IISS4) Gsorga Burns 
Ted Waae A eftuoeftrtg rtvaactort 
daclae. at daepaatajn that ha 
woun aado ha aoul bar a chance 
at lame and tomato ores the aver- 
obbgng 4evS oronta bra reoueet 
PG Q 
0:90 
• PAMSLV T*S Sasvan and 
t*/se are cenan that Na* (Seott 
Vaantrnel haa convinced Maeery 
not to attend cOSega 
• THS LAW 
ORJO 
«• SIMON B SIMON 
ADVENTURES OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES A 
pawnbroker aaka license for help 
when he becomes eusptcious of 
the acbartaa of • Isppossd char. 
tabto csgsnitaftpn  CJ 
• CHEERS Sam rana a .ah. 
ebbi book that Dane hod grven 10 
bar, as LCSaiaft on a toon 
• NORTH AND sVOUTH The 
Marade end the Maava gat k> 
gatta. el Mont hoyft l*y Hetard 
and Chertos Meat greduete bom 
Wast Poaa; Jusbn LeMotio enpn 
aona Madskne and lies Mean 
Seey Sta. Georg Stenford 
Brown Tern Garter and John 
Shxkwal   iPat4oforQ 
• A WALK THROLkOM THE 
20TH CENTURY WTTH SKL 
MOVERS Ftretwer Hopes CsM 
War Fears An aaatwaaftron of Bw 
ISSOa as a sine of optarntm 
araret* end conformay fft I Q 
• MOVSJ *•• SmoksY 
And   The   Bencfct      (19771   Bart 
I THE SAINT 
• BENNY H«LL 
11:46 
(TMC)    MOVSJ    •*      Chened 
Hess     IIB83I  Inds Stos.   John 
Vernon   Wbato aarnrtg a sentence 
m    e   CaMorraa   penrarrarar*.    a 
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EFIRST EDITION 
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO 
and TANNING SALON 
Coll us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment 
Visit Our 
Full 
Service 
Salon 
Today! 
434 E. Wooster 
Mil Mil M. 
"»■■•■■■ with this coupon•■•■•■# 
j   $2.00 OFF 
Any sweatshirt 
or $1.00 OFF sweat pants 
§ FALCON HOUSE 
TeW ASSCr Jkbfl SRnShsa- ■SBJSSSJBOCIS* 
H 
2140 E. Wooster Bowling Green § 
I       Ph. 352-3610       "8 
a    Downtown Bowling Green    a 
354-1477 
Exp. 11/8/85 j 
J> am ear aw With this COUpon ear BH ew 4. 
WHAT IMAGE DO 
YOU PROJECT? 
Before going to your next 
interview, get yourself going 
to the Hair gallery. 
We can style your hair 
to suit your career field. 
(HAIR GALLERY) 
352-HAIR ^Food 
Emporium 
/r# apne^- 
WEEKLY 
MEETING 
Monday, 9 p.m. 
BO N^wt 372-2604 
Commons, Sftcond Floor, Wfttt Hall 
